NEW MEXICO SUPREME COURT
AD HOC PRETRIAL RELEASE COMMITTEE MEETING
May 2, 2018; 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
State Bar Center, Albuquerque NM, and by phone
To attend by phone, please use this phone number and passcode:
Toll free number: 1-800-747-5150
Access code: 0652946

AGENDA:
Welcome and announcements.

1.

Roll call.

2.

Approve meeting notes from April 11, 2018 meeting.

3.

Consider outstanding issues regarding Rule 5-409.
(a)
Paragraph E, Detention pending hearing.
•
Consider subcommittee proposal regarding initial review (Nash).
(b)
Paragraph E, Detention pending hearing.
•
Consider issue regarding interpretation of Supreme Court Order 17-8500-003
(Clack, Hall).
(c)
Paragraph J, Expedited trial scheduling.
•
Review language committee approved on April 11 (Romero).
(d)
Commentary to Paragraph J.
•
Review commentary that was approved in concept on April 11 (Kelly).

4.

Review remaining comments related to Rule 5-401 NMRA.
•
Please refer to Summary of Proposals, March 1 Materials, pp. 2-5.
(a)
Subparagraph (A)(2), Right to counsel.
(b)
Paragraph B, Right to pretrial release; recognizance or unsecured bond.
(c)
Paragraph C, Factors to be considered in determining conditions of release.
(d)
Paragraph D, Non-monetary conditions of release.
(e)
Subparagraph (D)(1), Condition to remain in custody of designated person.
(f)
Subparagraph (D)(13), Condition to maintain contact with attorney.
(g)
Paragraph E, Secured bond.
(h)
Subparagraph (H)(2), Review hearing.
(i)
Subparagraph (K)(6), Transmission of district court order to lower court.
(j)
Paragraph L, Expedited trial scheduling.
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5.

Review comments related to Rule 5-403 NMRA.
•
Please refer to Summary of Proposals, March 1 Materials, pp. 5-7.
(a)
Paragraph C, Issuance of summons or bench warrant.
(b)
Subparagraph (D)(1), Initial hearing (time).
(c)
Subparagraph (D)(2), Initial hearing (options).
(d)
Subparagraph (E)(1), Evidentiary hearing (time).
(e)
Subparagraph (E)(2), Evidentiary hearing (defendant’s rights)
(f)
Paragraph F, Order at completion of evidentiary hearing.
(g)
Paragraph I, expedited trial scheduling.
(h)
Subparagraph (K)(4), Transmission of district court order to lower court.

6.

Review comments related to Rule 5-408 NMRA.
•
Please refer to Summary of Proposals, March 1 Materials, p. 7.
(a)
General comments.
(b)
Subparagraph (B)(1), Persons eligible.

7.

Review general comments.
•
Please refer to Summary of Proposals, March 1 Materials, pp. 13-14.

8.

Other business.
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NEW MEXICO SUPREME COURT
AD HOC PRETRIAL RELEASE COMMITTEE
MEETING NOTES
April 11, 2018; 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
State Bar Center, Albuquerque, NM, and by phone
COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT:
Professor Leo Romero, Chair
Hon. Gerald Baca (phone)
Jonathan Ibarra (designee of Ben Bauer)
Jason Clack (phone)
Matthew Coyte
Douglas Decker (phone)
Hon. Sandra Engel
Hon. Buddy Hall (phone)
Jason Jaramillo
Anne Kelly
Gerald Madrid
Rep. Moe Maestas (phone)
Hon. Nan Nash
Hon. Conrad Perea (phone)
Lisa Simpson
John Sugg (designee of Rick Tedrow)
Hon. Victor Valdez
Hon. Ann Yalman

COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT:
Rep. Nate Gentry
Sen. Daniel Ivey-Soto
Hon. Elise Larsen
Judith Olean
Hon. Alan Torgerson

OTHERS PRESENT:
Theresa Edwards, LFC
James Grayson
Jeff Rein
Joy Willis
Sally A. Paez (staff)
Terri L. Saxon (staff)

•

Professor Leo Romero called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. After roll call, Judge Nan
Nash moved to approve the meeting notes from the March 21, 2018 meeting of the
committee. John Sugg seconded the motion, and with two members abstaining it
carried on a unanimous vote.

1.

Rule 5-409(B). On behalf of the 2nd Judicial District Court, Judge Nan Nash expressed
concern that defendants are being detained just on the basis of a prosecutor’s motion,
because the experience in the 2nd is that boilerplate motions are being filed as a matter of
policy rather than because of concerns with a particular defendant. In many instances,
motions are filed and a defendant is detained for up to four days, only to have the
prosecutor withdraw the motion before the hearing is held. Judge Nash said this is not
only unconstitutional, but also creates a tremendous burden on the dockets of the judges
in the 2nd. Jonathan Ibarra, on behalf of the LOPD, echoed Judge Nash’s concerns. Judge
Nash suggested amending Paragraph (E) to allow for a preliminary review of a motion to
detain so that a judge can determine whether detention prior to the hearing on the motion
is appropriate. John Sugg, on behalf of the NMDAA, said that he has not seen this as an
issue in his district or in rural districts in New Mexico and suggested that the 2nd address
1
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this locally and not impose a fix for its problem on the entire state. Judge Gerald Baca
offered that he has seen the issue of boilerplate motions arise in the 4th Judicial District.
•

Judge Victor Valdez moved to approve the concept of new language to allow
for judicial review of a detention motion to determine whether to release or
hold a defendant pending the detention hearing, and Jonathan Ibarra
seconded the motion. John Sugg, on behalf of the NMDAA, opposed the
motion and it carried on a majority vote. The 2nd Judicial District Court will
draft proposed language and circulate it to Judge Engel, Judge Valdez, John
Sugg, Matt Coyte, Jonathan Ibarra, and James Grayson for review.

The committee agreed that this action also addresses the concerns raised regarding the
LOPD’s proposed new Paragraph F, and no further discussion on that proposal is needed.
2.

Rule 5-409(G) and (H). The 2nd proposed to amend these paragraphs to give a court
more than two days after a hearing to draft particularized findings and conclusions. Judge
Nash explained that the two-day requirement is difficult to meet, given the volume of
pretrial detention motions that are filed in the 2nd, and that judges sometimes have to
resort to having the prevailing attorney draft the findings and conclusions. Joy Willis
added that even detailed findings and conclusions have been remanded from the Court of
Appeals. John Sugg and Jonathan Ibarra expressed concern about delays in the appeal if
this time period is extended.
•

3.

Judge Victor Valdez moved to extend the time from two days to five days,
and Judge Nash seconded the motion. The five days would be calculated in
accordance with Rule 5-104(A)(2). The motion carried with ten members
voting in favor and seven members opposed. In its report to the Court, the
committee will convey concerns about this extension delaying the appeal and
the fact that the problem may be addressed by eliminating frivolous motions
or providing other initial screening or review.

Rule 5-409(J). The LOPD asked the committee to consider revising this paragraph to
define “expedited” trial setting. Jonathan Ibarra explained that “expedited” is interpreted
differently by different judges in the 2nd. The LOPD proposed to add a time limit, such as
one year, within which a case must be tried under this paragraph. John Sugg objects to a
defined deadline, and described a case he had in which he tried three times to empanel a
jury but was unable to do so because of conflicts with the members of the jury pool. He
also suggested that if the rule would impose a penalty for delaying a trial beyond a
defined period of time, the penalty needs to apply to both the prosecution and the defense.
Judge Nash was concerned that as written, the rule does not give a judge any discretion to
release a defendant on the ground that the defendant has been held for too long.
•

Jonathan Ibarra moved to conceptually approve an amendment to
2
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Paragraph (J) to define “expedited.” Judge Nash seconded the motion, and
with five members opposed, the motion carried on a majority vote.
The committee next discussed what actual language to propose for this amendment. After
a discussion with input from committee members, Judge Sandra Engel proposed new
language.
•

Judge Sandra Engel moved to add the following sentence at the end of
Paragraph (J): “The court shall hold a status review hearing in any case in
which the defendant will be held for more than one (1) year after the filing of
the order for pretrial detention.” Judge Ann Yalman seconded the motion. With
John Sugg abstaining because the NMDAA does not favor any expansion of the
definition of “expedited,” the motion carried on a unanimous vote.

Next, Jonathan Ibarra proposed amending the commentary to explain the amendment to
Paragraph (J). After discussion, Professor Romero suggested new language for the
commentary.
•

4.

Jonathan Ibarra moved to add the following sentence to the commentary: “The
purpose of a status review hearing under Paragraph (J) is to ensure that a
defendant is not held without an expedited trial setting.” Judge Nash seconded
the motion. With three members opposing, the motion carried on a majority
vote.

Rule 5-409(K). The LOPD proposed amending Paragraph (K) to clarify what constitutes
“information [that] exists” that was not known to the movant at the time of the detention
hearing. Jonathan Ibarra said that different judges interpret this language differently, and the
LOPD believed clarification is needed for consistent interpretation and application across the
state.
•

Jonathan Ibarra moved to adopt the LOPD proposal, which changes Paragraph
(K) as follows: “On written motion of the prosecutor or the defendant, the court
may reopen the detention hearing at any time before trial if the court finds that
information exists that was not known to the movant at the time of the hearing
or if circumstances have changed subsequent to the hearing, and if such
information or circumstance [and that] has a material bearing on whether the
previous ruling should be reconsidered.” Judge Nash seconded the motion. John
Sugg offered a friendly amendment to the motion, to change “or if
circumstances have changed” to “or if there has been a substantial change in
circumstances . . . .” Jonathan Ibarra did not accept the friendly amendment.
With John Sugg opposing, the motion carried on a majority vote.

•

Anne Kelly moved to add commentary explaining that the same standard
3
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applies under this rule that applies to other motions to reconsider. This
standard permits a court to rule summarily without a hearing. The motion
passed in concept, and Anne Kelly and Sally Paez will draft language for the
committee to consider at the next meeting.
5.

Rule 5-409(L). The LOPD proposed to amend this paragraph to state that on appeal, the
appellate court’s review is de novo. Professor Romero read from Rule 12-204(D)(2)(b), and
suggested that if the committee proposes an amendment to Rule 5-409(L), it also would need
to propose an amendment to Rule 12-204. John Sugg said that he filed a writ in the Supreme
Court advocating for a mixed standard of review, abuse of discretion for factual issues and
de novo for legal issues, which the Court did not adopt. Anne Kelly added that abuse of
discretion is the appropriate standard of review because de novo indicates that there is a
question of law, which is not going to be the case. After discussion, Professor Romero
suggested that any change would need to be proposed by the Appellate Rules Committee, not
this committee. The committee agreed not to vote on this proposal. The LOPD will consider
requesting a change to the Rules of Appellate Procedure, and the Court also may consider
referring this issue to the Appellate Rules Committee.

6.

Rule 5-401. John Sugg said it is not appropriate to revisit Rule 5-401 because there is no data
to show whether there has been an increase in failures to appear since the rule was amended.
Mr. Sugg would like to ask the AOC to compile this data. Getting such a report from the
AOC will take time, however. After discussion, the committee agreed not to debate the FTA
issue unless and until there is data to rely on.
6(a). NMCDLA proposal. The NMCDLA proposed to create a mechanism for immediate
release of people charged with non-violent offenses. After discussion, the committee agreed
that any change along the lines of the NMCDLA proposal would be more appropriate for
Rule 5-408 than Rule 5-401.
6(b). Rio Rancho Municipal Court comment. The Rio Rancho Municipal Court suggested
that while it may be appropriate not to put a secured bond amount on an arrest warrant, bench
warrants for failures to appear are different and could be subject to a secured bond. After
discussion, the committee agreed that this was more of a training issue and no rule
amendments are needed.
6(c). 11th Judicial District Court suggestion to amend Paragraph (A)(2). The 11th
suggested changing the time period from 3 days to 10 days. Professor Romero reminded the
committee that it discussed the timeline at considerable length, reached a compromise, and
submitted a recommendation to the Supreme Court that reflected the compromise. The
committee agreed that there is no need to revisit this issue at this time.

•

Professor Romero adjourned the meeting at 4:50 p.m.
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Next meeting: Wednesday, May 2, 2018, at 1:00 p.m., at the State Bar Center in Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
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DISTRICT COURT CRIMINAL
RULE 5-409
1
2

5th Ad Hoc Committee Draft
May 2, 2018

5-409. Pretrial detention.
A.

Scope. Notwithstanding the right to pretrial release under Article II, Section

3

13 of the New Mexico Constitution and Rule 5-401 NMRA, under Article II, Section 13 and

4

this rule, the district court may order the detention pending trial of a defendant charged with

5

a felony offense if the prosecutor files a written motion titled “Expedited Motion for Pretrial

6

Detention” and proves by clear and convincing evidence that no release conditions will

7

reasonably protect the safety of any other person or the community.

8

B.

Motion for pretrial detention. The prosecutor may file a written expedited

9

motion for pretrial detention at any time. The motion shall be filed either in [both] the court

10

where the case is pending [and] or in the district court. The motion shall include the specific

11

facts that warrant pretrial detention.

12

(1)

The prosecutor shall immediately deliver a copy of the motion to

13

(a)

the detention center holding the defendant, if any;

14

(b)

the defendant and defense counsel of record, or, if defense

15

counsel has not entered an appearance, the local law office of the public defender or, if no

16

local office exists, the director of the contract counsel office of the public defender; and

17
18

(c)

the magistrate or metropolitan court and the motion is filed in the district court.

19
20

the magistrate or metropolitan court, if the case is pending in

(2)

The defendant may file a response to the motion for pretrial detention

in the district court, but the filing of a response shall not delay the hearing under Paragraph

RCR No. 1048
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DISTRICT COURT CRIMINAL
RULE 5-409

5th Ad Hoc Committee Draft
May 2, 2018

1

F of this rule. If a response is filed, the defendant shall promptly provide a copy to the

2

assigned district court judge and the prosecutor.

3

C.

Case pending in magistrate or metropolitan court. If a motion for pretrial

4

detention is filed in the magistrate or metropolitan court and a probable cause determination

5

has not been made, the magistrate or metropolitan court shall determine probable cause

6

under Rule 6-203 NMRA or Rule 7-203 NMRA. If the court finds no probable cause, the

7

court shall order the immediate personal recognizance release of the defendant under Rule

8

6-203 NMRA or Rule 7-203 NMRA and shall deny the motion for pretrial detention without

9

prejudice. If probable cause has been found, the magistrate or metropolitan court clerk shall

10

promptly transmit to the district court clerk a copy of the motion for pretrial detention, the

11

criminal complaint, and all other papers filed in the case. The magistrate or metropolitan

12

court’s jurisdiction to set or amend conditions of release shall then be terminated, and the

13

district court shall acquire exclusive jurisdiction over issues of pretrial release until the case

14

is remanded by the district court following disposition of the detention motion under

15

Paragraph I of this rule.

16

D.

Case pending in district court. If a motion for pretrial detention is filed in

17

the district court and probable cause has not been found under Article II, Section 14 of the

18

New Mexico Constitution or Rule 5-208(D) NMRA, Rule 5-301 NMRA, Rule 6-203

19

NMRA, Rule 6-204(B) NMRA, Rule 7-203 NMRA, or Rule 7-204(B) NMRA, the district

20

court shall determine probable cause in accordance with Rule 5-301 NMRA. If the district

RCR No. 1048
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RULE 5-409
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1

court finds no probable cause, the district court shall order the immediate personal

2

recognizance release of the defendant under Rule 5-301 NMRA and shall deny the motion

3

for pretrial detention without prejudice.

4

E.

5

Detention pending hearing; warrant.
(1)

Defendant in custody when motion is filed. If a detention center

6

receives a copy of a motion for pretrial detention, the detention center shall distribute the

7

motion to any person designated by the district, magistrate, or metropolitan court to release

8

defendants from custody under Rule 5-401(N) NMRA, Rule 5-408 NMRA, Rule 6-401(M)

9

NMRA, Rule 6-408 NMRA, Rule 7-401(M) NMRA, or Rule 7-408 NMRA. All authority

10

of any person to release a defendant pursuant to such designation is terminated upon receipt

11

of a detention motion until further court order.

12

(2)

Defendant not in custody when motion is filed. If the defendant is

13

not in custody when the motion for pretrial detention is filed, the district court may issue a

14

warrant for the defendant’s arrest if the motion establishes probable cause to believe the

15

defendant has committed a felony offense and alleges sufficient facts that, if true, would

16

justify pretrial detention under Article II, Section 13 of the New Mexico Constitution. If the

17

motion does not allege sufficient facts, the court shall issue a summons and notice of

18

hearing.

19
20

F.

Pretrial detention hearing. The district court shall hold a hearing on the

motion for pretrial detention to determine whether the defendant poses a danger to the safety

RCR No. 1048
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1

of any other person or the community if released pending trial and whether any release

2

condition or combination of conditions set forth in Rule 5-401 NMRA will reasonably

3

protect the safety of any other person or the community.

4

(1)

5

Time.
(a)

Time limit. The hearing shall be held promptly. Unless the

6

court has issued a summons and notice of hearing under Subparagraph (E)(2) of this rule,

7

the hearing shall commence no later than five (5) days after the later of the following events:

8

(i)

the filing of the motion for pretrial detention; or

9

(ii)

the date the defendant is arrested as a result of the

10

motion for pretrial detention.

11

(b)

Extensions. The time enlargement provisions in Rule 5-104

12

NMRA do not apply to a pretrial detention hearing. The court may extend the time limit for

13

holding the hearing as follows:

14

(i)

for up to three (3) days if in the motion for pretrial

15

detention the prosecutor requests a preliminary hearing to be held immediately before the

16

detention hearing;

17
18

(ii)

extraordinary circumstances exist and justice requires the [delay] extension;

19
20

for up to three (3) days upon a showing that

[(ii)](iii)

upon the defendant filing a written waiver of

the time limit; or

RCR No. 1048
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RULE 5-409
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[(iii)](iv)

2

(c)

upon stipulation of the parties.

Notice. The court shall promptly schedule the hearing and

3

notify the parties of the hearing setting within one (1) business day after the filing of the

4

motion.

5

(2)

6
7

Discovery. [At least twenty-four (24) hours before the hearing, the]
(a)

defendant [with] prior to the hearing

8
9
10

The prosecutor shall [provide] promptly disclose to the

(i)

all evidence [relating to the motion for pretrial

detention that is in the possession of] that the prosecutor [or is reasonably available to the
prosecutor. All] intends to rely on at the hearing, and

11

(ii)

all exculpatory evidence known to the prosecutor [must

12

be disclosed. The prosecutor may introduce evidence at the hearing beyond that referenced

13

in the motion, but the prosecutor must provide prompt disclosure to the defendant prior to

14

the hearing].

15

(b)

Except in cases where the hearing is held within two (2)

16

business days after the filing of the motion, the prosecutor shall disclose evidence under this

17

subparagraph at least twenty-four (24) hours before the hearing. At the hearing the

18

prosecutor may offer evidence or information that was discovered after the disclosure

19

deadline, but the prosecutor must promptly disclose the evidence to the defendant.

20

(c)

RCR No. 1048
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DISTRICT COURT CRIMINAL
RULE 5-409
1
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prosecution for failure to comply with this rule.

2

(3)

Defendant’s rights. The defendant has the right to be present and to

3

be represented by counsel and, if financially unable to obtain counsel, to have counsel

4

appointed. The defendant shall be afforded an opportunity to testify, to present witnesses,

5

to compel the attendance of witnesses, to cross-examine witnesses who appear at the hearing,

6

and to present information by proffer or otherwise. If the defendant testifies at the hearing,

7

the defendant’s testimony shall not be used against the defendant at trial except for

8

impeachment purposes or in a subsequent prosecution for perjury.

9

(4)

Prosecutor’s burden. The prosecutor must prove by clear and

10

convincing evidence that the defendant poses a danger to the safety of any other person or

11

the community if released pending trial and that no release conditions will reasonably protect

12

the safety of any other person or the community.

13

(5)

Evidence. The New Mexico Rules of Evidence shall not apply to the

14

presentation and consideration of information at the hearing. The parties may proceed by

15

proffer, documentary submission, witness testimony, other relevant evidence, or any

16

combination thereof. New Mexico court records may be considered without certification.

17

(6)

Factors to be considered. The court shall consider any fact relevant

18

to the nature and seriousness of the danger to any person or the community that would be

19

posed by the defendant’s release and any fact relevant to the likelihood that conditions of

20

release will reasonably protect the safety of any person or the community, including but not

RCR No. 1048
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(a)

the nature and circumstances of the offense charged, including

whether the offense is a crime of violence;

4

(b)

the weight of the evidence against the defendant;

5

(c)

the history and characteristics of the defendant, including

6
7

(i)

condition, past conduct, history relating to drug or alcohol abuse, and criminal history;

8
9
10

(ii)

any offense under federal, state, or local law; and
(iii)

(d)

the nature and seriousness of the danger to any person or the

community that would be posed by the defendant’s release;

15
16

whether the defendant has a history of violations of

probation, parole, or conditions of release in the ten (10) years preceding the current charges;

13
14

whether, at the time of the current offense or arrest, the

defendant was on probation, parole, or other release pending trial, sentencing, or appeal for

11
12

the defendant’s character, physical and mental

(e)

any facts tending to indicate that the defendant may or may not

commit new crimes if released;

17

(f)

whether the defendant has been ordered detained under Article

18

II, Section 13 of the New Mexico Constitution based on a finding of dangerousness in

19

another pending case or was ordered detained based on a finding of dangerousness in any

20

prior case; and

RCR No. 1048
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any available results of a pretrial risk assessment instrument

2

approved by the Supreme Court for use in the jurisdiction, provided that the court shall not

3

defer to the recommendation in the instrument but shall make an independent determination

4

of dangerousness and community safety based on all information available at the hearing.

5

(7)

Permissive inference. Subject to rebuttal by the person charged, it

6

shall be a permissive inference that no release conditions will reasonably protect the safety

7

of any other person or the community upon a finding of probable cause that the person

8

committed a felony while on conditions of release for a felony; provided that there is a

9

separate finding of clear and convincing evidence that one of the felonies involved violence.

10

As used in this rule, “violence” means use of a deadly weapon or infliction of great bodily

11

harm.

12

G.

Order for pretrial detention. The court shall issue a written order for

13

pretrial detention at the conclusion of the pretrial detention hearing if the court determines

14

by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant poses a danger to the safety of any other

15

person or the community if released pending trial and that no release conditions will

16

reasonably protect the safety of any other person or the community. The court shall file

17

written findings of the individualized facts justifying the detention as soon as possible, but

18

no later than [two (2)] five (5) days after the conclusion of the hearing.

19
20

H.

Order setting conditions of release. The court shall deny the motion for

pretrial detention if, on completion of the pretrial detention hearing, the court determines that

RCR No. 1048
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1

the prosecutor has failed to prove the grounds for pretrial detention by clear and convincing

2

evidence. At the conclusion of the pretrial detention hearing, the court shall issue an order

3

setting conditions of release under Rule 5-401 NMRA. The court shall file written findings

4

of the individualized facts justifying the denial of the detention motion as soon as possible,

5

but no later than [two (2)] five (5) days after the conclusion of the hearing.

6

I.

Further proceedings in magistrate or metropolitan court.

Upon

7

completion of the hearing, if the case is pending in the magistrate or metropolitan court, the

8

district court shall promptly transmit to the magistrate or metropolitan court a copy of either

9

the order for pretrial detention or the order setting conditions of release. If the district court

10

has issued an order for pretrial detention, the magistrate or metropolitan court shall not

11

release the defendant as long as felony charges remain pending. If the district court has

12

issued an order setting conditions of release, the magistrate or metropolitan court shall

13

enforce the conditions set by the district court. Upon either the dismissal of all felony

14

charges or at the conclusion of a preliminary examination under Rule 6-202 NMRA or Rule

15

7-202 NMRA, the[The] magistrate or metropolitan court may modify the order setting

16

conditions of release upon a showing of good cause[, but as long as the case remains

17

pending, the magistrate or metropolitan court may not release a defendant who has been

18

ordered detained by the district court].

19
20

J.

Expedited trial scheduling for defendant in custody. The district court

shall provide expedited priority scheduling in a case in which the defendant is detained

RCR No. 1048
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1

pending trial. The court shall hold a status review hearing in any case in which the defendant

2

will be held for more than one (1) year after the filing of the order for pretrial detention.

3

K.

Successive motions for pretrial detention and motions to reconsider. On

4

written motion of the prosecutor or the defendant, the court may reopen the detention hearing

5

at any time before trial if the court finds that

6
7

(1)

hearing [and that] or circumstances have changed subsequent to the hearing, and

8
9
10

information exists that was not known to the movant at the time of the

(2)

the information or changed circumstance has a material bearing on

whether the previous ruling should be reconsidered.
L.

Appeal. Either party may appeal the district court order disposing of the

11

motion for pretrial detention in accordance with Rule 5-405 NMRA and Rule 12-204

12

NMRA. The district court order shall remain in effect pending disposition of the appeal.

13

M.

Judicial discretion; disqualification and excusal. Action by any court on

14

any matter relating to pretrial detention shall not preclude the subsequent statutory

15

disqualification of a judge. A judge may not be excused from presiding over a detention

16

hearing unless the judge is required to recuse under the provisions of the New Mexico

17

Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct.

18

[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

19

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. ____________, effective

20

for all cases pending or filed on or after ________________.]

RCR No. 1048
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1

Commentary. —

2

Paragraph A - In addition to the detention authority for dangerous defendants authorized

3

by the 2016 amendment to Article II, Section 13 of the New Mexico Constitution, a court

4

conceivably could be faced with a request to detain under the preexisting exception to the

5

right to pretrial release in “capital offenses when the proof is evident or the presumption

6

great.” As a result of the repeal of capital punishment for offenses committed after July 1,

7

2009, this provision will be applicable only to offenses alleged to have been committed prior

8

to that date for which capital punishment may be imposed.

9

Paragraph B - Paragraph B permits the prosecutor to file a motion for pretrial detention at

10

any time. The prosecutor may file the motion at the same time that the prosecution requests

11

a warrant for the defendant’s arrest under Rule 5-208(D) NMRA.

12

Paragraph C - Under Paragraph C, the filing of a motion for pretrial detention deprives the

13

magistrate or metropolitan court of jurisdiction to set or amend the conditions of release. The

14

filing of the motion does not, however, stay the case in the magistrate or metropolitan court.

15

Nothing in this rule shall prevent timely preliminary examinations from proceeding while

16

the detention motion is pending.

17

Paragraphs C and D - Federal constitutional law requires a “prompt judicial determination

18

of probable cause” to believe the defendant committed a chargeable offense, before or within

19

48 hours after arrest, in order to continue detention or other significant restraint of liberty.

20

Cty. of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44, 47, 56 (1991). A finding of probable cause
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1

does not relieve the prosecutor from proving the grounds for pretrial detention by clear and

2

convincing evidence.

3

Paragraph F - Paragraph F sets forth procedures for pretrial detention hearings. The court

4

must “make three categories of determinations” at a pretrial detention hearing: “(1) which

5

information in any form carries sufficient indicia of reliability to be worthy of consideration,

6

(2) the extent to which that information would indicate that a defendant may be likely to

7

pose a threat to the safety of others if released pending trial, and (3) whether any potential

8

pretrial release conditions will reasonably protect the safety of others.” State v. Groves,

9

2018-NMSC-006, ¶ 29, 410 P.3d 193, 198 (internal quotation marks and citation omitted).

10

Subparagraph (F)(1)(b)(i) authorizes an extension of time if the prosecutor requests

11

a preliminary hearing to be held immediately before the detention hearing.

12

Subparagraph (F)(3) describes the defendant’s rights at the hearing. “[T]he Due

13

Process Clause of the New Mexico Constitution requires that a defendant’s protections at

14

a pretrial detention hearing include ‘the right to counsel, notice, and an opportunity to be

15

heard.’ ” State ex rel. Torrez v. Whitaker, 2018-NMSC-005, ¶ 88, 410 P.3d 201 (quoting

16

State v. Brown, 2014-NMSC-038, ¶ 20, 338 P.3d 1276 ). “Due process requires a meaningful

17

opportunity to cross-examine testifying witnesses or otherwise challenge the evidence

18

presented by the state at a pretrial detention hearing.” Id. The defendant shall be entitled to

19

appear and participate personally with counsel before the judge conducting the detention

20

hearing, rather than by any means of remote electronic conferencing.
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1

Subparagraph (F)(5) provides that the Rules of Evidence do not apply at a pretrial

2

detention hearing, consistent with Rule 11-1101(D)(3)(e) NMRA. In Torrez, the Supreme

3

court clarified that “neither the United States Constitution nor the New Mexico Constitution

4

categorically requires live witness testimony at pretrial detention hearings.”

5

2018-NMSC-005, ¶ 110. The court may rely on “credible proffers and other summaries of

6

evidence, law enforcement and court records, or other nontestimonial information” in

7

determining whether the prosecutor has met its burden under Article II, Section 13. Id. ¶ 3.

8

In doing so, the court should exercise “sound judicial discretion in assessing the reliability

9

and accuracy of information presented in support of detention, whether by proffer or direct

10

proof.” Id. ¶ 81. The “court necessarily retains the judicial discretion to find proffered or

11

documentary information insufficient to meet the constitutional clear and convincing

12

evidence requirement in the context of particular cases.” Id. ¶ 3. [Like other types of

13

proceedings where the Rules of Evidence do not apply, at a pretrial detention hearing the

14

court is responsible “for assessing the reliability and accuracy” of the information presented.

15

See United States v. Martir, 782 F.2d 1141, 1145 (2d Cir. 1986) (explaining that in a pretrial

16

detention hearing the judge “retains the responsibility for assessing the reliability and

17

accuracy of the government’s information, whether presented by proffer or by direct proof”);

18

State v. Ingram, 155 A.3d 597 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2017) (holding that it is within the

19

discretion of the detention hearing court to determine whether a pretrial detention order may

20

be supported in an individual case by documentary evidence, proffer, one or more live
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1

witnesses, or other forms of information the court deems sufficient); see also United States

2

v. Marshall, 519 F. Supp. 751, 754 (E.D. Wis. 1981) (“So long as the information which the

3

sentencing judge considers has sufficient indicia of reliability to support its probable

4

accuracy, the information may properly be taken into account in passing

5

sentence.”), aff’d 719 F.2d 887 (7th Cir.1983); State v. Guthrie, 2011-NMSC-014, ¶¶ 36-39,

6

43, 150 N.M. 84, 257 P.3d 904 (explaining that in a probation revocation hearing, the court

7

should focus on the reliability of the evidence); State v. Vigil, 1982-NMCA-058, ¶ 24, 97

8

N.M. 749, 643 P.2d 618 (holding in a probation revocation hearing that hearsay untested for

9

accuracy or reliability lacked probative value).]

10

Subparagraph (F)(6) lists factors that the court may consider in assessing whether the

11

prosecutor has met its burden of proving by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant

12

may be likely to pose a threat to the safety of others if released pending trial and whether any

13

potential pretrial release conditions will reasonably protect the safety of others. These factors

14

include the nature and circumstances of the charged offense and the defendant’s history and

15

characteristics. See State v. Groves, 2018-NMSC-006, ¶¶ 32-33, 410 P.3d 193 (explaining

16

that the defendant’s past conduct can help the court assess whether the defendant poses a

17

future threat of danger). In State v. Ferry, the Supreme Court explained that “the nature and

18

circumstances of a defendant’s conduct in the underlying charged offense(s) may be

19

sufficient, despite other evidence, to sustain the [prosecutor’s] burden of proving by clear

20

and convincing evidence that the defendant poses a threat to others or the community.”
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1

2018-NMSC-004, ¶ 6, 409 P.3d 918. If the prosecutor meets this initial burden, the

2

prosecutor must also demonstrate by clear and convincing evidence that “no release

3

conditions will reasonably protect the safety of any other person or the community.” Id. “For

4

example, the [prosecutor] may introduce evidence of a defendant’s defiance of restraining

5

orders; dangerous conduct in violation of a court order; intimidation tactics; threatening

6

behavior; stalking of witnesses, victims, or victims’ family members; or inability or refusal

7

to abide by conditions of release in other cases.” Id.

8

Subparagraph (F)(7) provides for a permissive inference based on certain findings.

9

Specifically, Subparagraph (F)(7) creates a permissive inference if the defendant committed

10

a felony while on conditions of release for a previous felony, and either the charged felony

11

or previous felony involved violence.

12

Paragraph I - If the district court issues a detention order under Paragraph G of this rule,

13

the magistrate or metropolitan court cannot release the defendant while [the case is] felony

14

charges remain pending. The magistrate or metropolitan court should, however, issue a

15

release order if the state files a voluntary dismissal or if the court dismisses the case under

16

other rules, such as Rule 6-202(A)(3) or (D)(1) NMRA or Rule 7-202(A)(3) or (D)(1)

17

NMRA.

18

Paragraph J - Paragraph J requires the district court to prioritize the scheduling of trial and

19

other proceedings for cases in which the defendant is held in custody. See generally United

20

States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 747 (1987) (concluding that the detention provisions in the
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1

Bail Reform Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3142, did not violate due process, in part due to “the stringent

2

time limitations of the Speedy Trial Act,” 18 U.S.C. § 3161); Am. Bar Ass’n, ABA Standards

3

for Criminal Justice: Pretrial Release, Standard 10-5.11 (3d ed. 2007) (“Every jurisdiction

4

should establish, by statute or court rule, accelerated time limitations within which detained

5

defendants should be tried consistent with the sound administration of justice.”). The

6

purpose of a status review hearing under Paragraph J is to ensure that a defendant is not held

7

without an expedited trial setting.

8

Paragraph K - The district court has inherent discretion to reconsider its ruling on a motion

9

for pretrial detention under Paragraph K. See Sims v. Sims, 1996-NMSC-078, ¶ 59, 122 N.M.

10

618, 930 P.2d 153 (“District courts have plenary power over their interlocutory orders and

11

may revise them . . . at any time prior to final judgment.” (internal citation omitted)); see

12

also State v. Brown, 2014-NMSC-038, ¶ 13, 338 P.3d 1276 (recognizing that a pretrial

13

release decision is interlocutory). The district court may rule on motion under Paragraph K

14

with or without a hearing.

15

Paragraph L - Either party may appeal the district court’s ruling on the detention motion.

16

Under Article II, Section 13, an “appeal from an order denying bail shall be given preference

17

over all other matters.” See also State v. Chavez, 1982-NMSC-108, ¶ 6, 98 N.M. 682, 652

18

P.2d 232 (holding that the state may appeal a ruling where it is an aggrieved party under

19

Article VI, Section 2 of the New Mexico Constitution).

20

Paragraph M - Consistent with Rule 5-106 NMRA, a party cannot exercise the statutory
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1

right to excuse a judge who is conducting a detention hearing. See NMSA 1978, § 38-3-9.

2

Paragraph M does not prevent a judge from being recused under the provisions of the New

3

Mexico Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct either on the court’s own motion or

4

motion of a party. See N.M. Const. art. VI, § 18; Rule 21-211 NMRA.

5

[Commentary adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases

6

pending or filed on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No.

7

__________, effective for all cases pending or filed on or after __________________.]
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6-409. Pretrial detention.
A.

Scope. This rule governs the procedure for the prosecutor to file a motion for

3

pretrial detention in the magistrate and district court while a case is pending in the magistrate

4

court. Notwithstanding the right to pretrial release under Article II, Section 13 of the New

5

Mexico Constitution and Rule 6-401 NMRA, under Article II, Section 13 and Rule 5-409

6

NMRA, the district court may order the detention pending trial of a defendant charged with

7

a felony offense if the prosecutor files a written motion titled “Expedited Motion for Pretrial

8

Detention” and proves by clear and convincing evidence that no release conditions will

9

reasonably protect the safety of any other person or the community.

10

B.

Motion for pretrial detention. The prosecutor may file a written expedited

11

motion for pretrial detention at any time. The motion shall be filed either in [both] the

12

magistrate court [and] or in the district court. The motion shall include the specific facts that

13

warrant pretrial detention. If the case is pending in the magistrate court and the motion is

14

filed in the district court, the prosecutor shall immediately deliver a copy of the motion to the

15

magistrate court.

16

C.

Determination of probable cause. If a motion for pretrial detention is filed

17

in the magistrate court and a probable cause determination has not been made, the magistrate

18

court shall determine probable cause under Rule 6-203 NMRA. If the court finds no probable

19

cause, the court shall order the immediate personal recognizance release of the defendant

20

under Rule 6-203 NMRA and shall deny the motion for pretrial detention without prejudice.
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Determination of motion by district court. If probable cause has been

2

found, the magistrate court clerk shall promptly transmit to the district court clerk a copy of

3

the motion for pretrial detention, the criminal complaint, and all other papers filed in the

4

case. The magistrate court’s jurisdiction to set or amend conditions of release shall then be

5

terminated, and the district court shall acquire exclusive jurisdiction over issues of pretrial

6

release until the case is remanded by the district court following disposition of the detention

7

motion under Paragraph E of this rule.

8

E.

Further proceedings in magistrate court. Upon completion of the hearing,

9

if the case is pending in the magistrate court, the district court shall promptly transmit to the

10

magistrate court a copy of either the order for pretrial detention or the order setting

11

conditions of release. If the district court has issued an order for pretrial detention, the

12

magistrate court shall not release the defendant as long as felony charges remain pending. If

13

the district court has issued an order setting conditions of release, the magistrate court shall

14

enforce the conditions set by the district court. Upon either the dismissal of all felony charges

15

or at the conclusion of a preliminary examination under Rule 6-202 NMRA, the [The]

16

magistrate court may modify the order setting conditions of release upon a showing of good

17

cause[, but as long as the case remains pending, the magistrate court may not release a

18

defendant who has been ordered detained by the district court].

19

[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

20

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. ______________,

21

effective for all cases pending or filed on or after _______________.]
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1

Committee commentary. —

2

Paragraph C — Federal constitutional law requires a “prompt judicial determination

3

of probable cause” to believe the defendant committed a chargeable offense, before or within

4

48 hours after arrest, in order to continue detention or other significant restraint of liberty.

5

Cty. of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44, 47, 56 (1991).

6

Paragraph D — Upon the filing of a motion for pretrial detention and a finding of

7

probable cause, the magistrate court is deprived of jurisdiction to set or amend the conditions

8

of release. The filing of the motion does not, however, stay the case in the magistrate court.

9

Nothing in this rule shall prevent timely preliminary examinations from proceeding while

10

the detention motion is pending.

11

Paragraph E — If the district court issues a detention order under Rule 5-409 NMRA,

12

the magistrate court cannot release the defendant while [the case is] felony charges remain

13

pending. The magistrate court should, however, issue a release order if the state files a

14

voluntary dismissal or if the court dismisses the case under other rules, such as Rule

15

6-202(A)(3) or (D)(1) NMRA.

16

[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

17

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. _______, effective

18

____________.]
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7-409. Pretrial detention.
A.

Scope. This rule governs the procedure for the prosecutor to file a motion for

3

pretrial detention in the metropolitan and district court while a case is pending in the

4

metropolitan court. Notwithstanding the right to pretrial release under Article II, Section 13

5

of the New Mexico Constitution and Rule 7-401 NMRA, under Article II, Section 13 and

6

Rule 5-409 NMRA, the district court may order the detention pending trial of a defendant

7

charged with a felony offense if the prosecutor files a written motion titled “Expedited

8

Motion for Pretrial Detention” and proves by clear and convincing evidence that no release

9

conditions will reasonably protect the safety of any other person or the community.

10

B.

Motion for pretrial detention. The prosecutor may file a written expedited

11

motion for pretrial detention at any time. The motion shall be filed either in [both] the

12

metropolitan court [and] or in the district court. The motion shall include the specific facts

13

that warrant pretrial detention. If the case is pending in the metropolitan court and the motion

14

is filed in the district court, the prosecutor shall immediately deliver a copy of the motion to

15

the metropolitan court.

16

C.

Determination of probable cause. If a motion for pretrial detention is filed

17

in the metropolitan court and a probable cause determination has not been made, the

18

metropolitan court shall determine probable cause under Rule 7-203 NMRA. If the court

19

finds no probable cause, the court shall order the immediate personal recognizance release

20

of the defendant under Rule 7-203 NMRA and shall deny the motion for pretrial detention
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Determination of motion by district court. If probable cause has been

3

found, the metropolitan court clerk shall promptly transmit to the district court clerk a copy

4

of the motion for pretrial detention, the criminal complaint, and all other papers filed in the

5

case. The metropolitan court’s jurisdiction to set or amend conditions of release shall then

6

be terminated, and the district court shall acquire exclusive jurisdiction over issues of pretrial

7

release until the case is remanded by the district court following disposition of the detention

8

motion under Paragraph E of this rule.

9

E.

Further proceedings in metropolitan court. Upon completion of the

10

hearing, if the case is pending in the metropolitan court, the district court shall promptly

11

transmit to the metropolitan court a copy of either the order for pretrial detention or the order

12

setting conditions of release. If the district court has issued an order for pretrial detention, the

13

metropolitan court shall not release the defendant as long as felony charges remain pending.

14

If the district court has issued an order setting conditions of release, the metropolitan court

15

shall enforce the conditions set by the district court. Upon either the dismissal of all felony

16

charges or at the conclusion of a preliminary examination under Rule 7-602 NMRA, the

17

[The] metropolitan court may modify the order setting conditions of release upon a showing

18

of good cause[, but as long as the case remains pending, the metropolitan court may not

19

release a defendant who has been ordered detained by the district court].

20

[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

21

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. ______________,
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1

effective for all cases pending or filed on or after _______________.]

2

Committee commentary. —

3

Paragraph C — Federal constitutional law requires a “prompt judicial determination

4

of probable cause” to believe the defendant committed a chargeable offense, before or within

5

48 hours after arrest, in order to continue detention or other significant restraint of liberty.

6

Cty. of Riverside v. McLaughlin, 500 U.S. 44, 47, 56 (1991).

7

Paragraph D — Upon the filing of a motion for pretrial detention and a finding of

8

probable cause, the metropolitan court is deprived of jurisdiction to set or amend the

9

conditions of release. The filing of the motion does not, however, stay the case in the

10

metropolitan court. Nothing in this rule shall prevent timely preliminary examinations from

11

proceeding while the detention motion is pending.

12

Paragraph E — If the district court issues a detention order under Rule 5-409 NMRA,

13

the metropolitan court cannot release the defendant while [the case is] felony charges remain

14

pending. The metropolitan court should, however, issue a release order if the state files a

15

voluntary dismissal or if the court dismisses the case under other rules, such as Rule

16

7-202(A)(3) or (D)(1) NMRA.

17

[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

18

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. _______, effective

19

____________.]
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4/23/2018

New Mexico State Judiciary Mail - Fwd: Order of Transfer to DC-Mtn for Pretrial Detention

Sally Paez <supsap@nmcourts.gov>

Fwd: Order of Transfer to DC-Mtn for Pretrial Detention
Jason Clack <aocjlc@nmcourts.gov>
To: "Paez, Sally" <supsap@nmcourts.gov>
Cc: Buddy Hall <fsumbjh@nmcourts.gov>

Tue, Apr 17, 2018 at 10:40 AM

Hi Sally,
We are having a debate in the Magistrate/Metro Forms Committee about the attached Metro form order. Metro is using
this form order, which references Supreme Court Order 17-8500-003, because Metro thinks that the referenced part of
the Supreme Court Order is still in effect because they believe that this issue is not covered by the Rules. They are using
this to hold defendants who are not in custody when a pretrial detention motion is filed, if those defendants come into
Metro court, because they say this Order says they cannot release them. Metro is basically using this to create an
automatic hold on defendants who are not in custody when a pretrial detention motion is filed. Metro legal believes that
this Supreme Court Order supersedes Rule 5-409(E)(2). Judge Hall and I disagree, and think that pursuant to the Rule it
is up to the district court to either issue a warrant or a summons. We think that the Rule is clear, but given this
interpretation and use by Metro, we would like to bring this issue before the Ad Hoc Pretrial Release Committee to see if
the Rules need to be amended or clarified in this regard. Alternatively, if this Supreme Court Order is no longer in effect
due to implementation of the new Rules, perhaps there should be an Order clarifying such, because there is some
confusion. Please let me know if more information is needed.
Thank you,
Jason L. Clack
Magistrate Court Staff Attorney
2905 Rodeo Park Dr. East, Bldg. 5
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Mobile: (505) 629-3172
Fax: (505) 827-4464
E-Mail: aocjlc@nmcourts.gov
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Karen Mitchell <roymkpm@nmcourts.gov>
Date: Tue, Apr 17, 2018 at 10:18 AM
Subject: Fwd: Order of Transfer to DC-Mtn for Pretrial Detention
To: Jason Clack <aocjlc@nmcourts.gov>, "Hall, Buddy" <fsumbjh@nmcourts.gov>

Thank you,
Karen P. Mitchell
Harding County Magistrate Judge
P.O. Box 9
Roy, NM 87743
575-485-2549
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Rubianna Samora <metrrxs@nmcourts.gov>
Date: Tue, Apr 17, 2018 at 9:28 AM
Subject: Order of Transfer to DC-Mtn for Pretrial Detention
To: Jennifer Vallejos <jvallejos@nmcourts.gov>, "Mitchell, Karen" <roymkpm@nmcourts.gov>, "Cox, Dana"
<metrdlc@nmcourts.gov>
Judge we updated the form and are attaching the Supreme Court Order for reference.
Rubianna Samora
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4/23/2018

New Mexico State Judiciary Mail - Fwd: Order of Transfer to DC-Mtn for Pretrial Detention

Paralegal
Office of the General Counsel
Bernalillo County Metropolitan Court
841-9842 (p)
222-4826 (f)
metrrxs@nmcourts.gov

2 attachments
CR- 162 Order of Transfer Pre-Trial Detention Mtn to District Court Revised.docx
25K
Order 17-8500-003 (Concering Restrictions on Release of a Defendant While Pretrial Detention Motion
Pending 3-10-17).pdf
965K
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTY OF BERNALILLO
IN THE METROPOLITAN COURT
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
Plaintiff,
v.
_______________________,
Defendant.

Case No.

ORDER OF TRANSFER TO DISTRICT COURT
(MOTION FOR PRE-TRIAL DETENTION FILED)
THIS MATTER having come before the Court, on the motion of the prosecuting authority, and the
Court being otherwise fully advised in the premises FINDS:
1.

The defendant is charged with one or more felonies; and based on my review of the complaint

or based upon the review of the Judge, who approved the arrest warrant, there is probable cause to believe that a
crime has been committed and that the defendant committed it;
2.

The prosecuting authority has requested that bail be denied for the above defendant and that a

hearing be held on this request;
3.

Pursuant to N.M. Const. Art. II, § 13, this matter must be transferred to the District Court as a

court of record for felony cases so that it can hear the motion of the prosecuting authority and receive any
evidence on whether there are no release conditions that will reasonably protect the safety of any other
person or the community; and
4.

Because Tthe State has filed a Motion for Pretrial Detention, pursuant to Rules 6-409 and 7-

409 NMRA, therefore this Court’s jurisdiction to set or amend conditions of release is hereby terminated,
and the District Court shall acquire exclusive jurisdiction over pretrial release unless and until the case is
remanded by the District Court following disposition of the detention motion. Pursuant to New Mexico
Supreme Court Order No. 17-8500-003 entered on March 10, 2017, “[U]pon receipt of notice of the filing of
a motion for pretrial detention of a defendant, all authority of a Court, detention center, law enforcement
agency or other designee authorized to permit pretrial release is suspended until receipt of an order of a
District or Appellate Court denying or terminating pretrial detention or a dismissal of the charges on which
the defendant is incarcerated.” No person shall be authorized to release the defendant except by order of the
District Court.
4.
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IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that pursuant to N.M. Const. Art. II, § 13, this motion is hereby

Formatted: List Paragraph, Indent: First line:
0"

transferred to the District Court, which shall have exclusive jurisdiction over the motion and all
proceedings relating to pretrial detention of the defendant.
GJ/PH

10 Day Rule, Date:

60 Day Rule, Date:
______________________________
Judge
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5-401. Pretrial release.
A.

3

Hearing.
(1)

Time. If a case is initiated in the district court, and the conditions of

4

release have not been set by the magistrate or metropolitan court, the district court shall

5

conduct a hearing under this rule and issue an order setting the conditions of release as soon

6

as practicable, but in no event later than

7

(a)

if the defendant remains in custody, three (3) days after the

8

date of arrest if the defendant is being held in the local detention center, or five (5) days after

9

the date of arrest if the defendant is not being held in the local detention center; or

10

(b)

11

(2)

arraignment, if the defendant is not in custody.

Right to counsel. If the defendant does not have counsel at the initial

12

release conditions hearing and is not ordered released at the hearing, the matter shall be

13

continued for no longer than three (3) additional days for a further hearing to review

14

conditions of release, at which the defendant shall have the right to assistance of retained or

15

appointed counsel.

16

B.

Right to pretrial release; recognizance or unsecured appearance bond.

17

Pending trial, any defendant eligible for pretrial release under Article II, Section 13 of the

18

New Mexico Constitution, shall be ordered released pending trial on the defendant’s personal

19

recognizance or upon the execution of an unsecured appearance bond in an amount set by

20

the court, unless the court makes written findings of particularized reasons why the release

21

will not reasonably ensure the appearance of the defendant as required. The court may
RCR No. 1048
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1

impose non-monetary conditions of release under Paragraph D of this rule, but the court shall

2

impose the least restrictive condition or combination of conditions that will reasonably

3

ensure the appearance of the defendant as required and the safety of any other person or the

4

community.

5

C.

Factors to be considered in determining conditions of release. In

6

determining the least restrictive conditions of release that will reasonably ensure the

7

appearance of the defendant as required and the safety of any other person and the

8

community, the court shall consider any available results of a pretrial risk assessment

9

instrument approved by the Supreme Court for use in the jurisdiction, if any, and the

10

financial resources of the defendant. In addition, the court may take into account the

11

available information concerning

12

(1)

13

the nature and circumstances of the offense charged, including whether

the offense is a crime of violence or involves alcohol or drugs;

14

(2)

the weight of the evidence against the defendant;

15

(3)

the history and characteristics of the defendant, including

16

(a)

the defendant’s character, physical and mental condition,

17

family ties, employment, past and present residences, length of residence in the community,

18

community ties, past conduct, history relating to drug or alcohol abuse, criminal history, and

19

record concerning appearance at court proceedings; and

20
21

(b)

whether, at the time of the current offense or arrest, the

defendant was on probation, on parole, or on other release pending trial, sentencing, or
RCR No. 1048
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appeal for any offense under federal, state, or local law;

2
3

(4)

the nature and seriousness of the danger to any person or the

community that would be posed by the defendant’s release;

4

(5)

5

likely to appear as required; and

6

(6)

7
8
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any other facts tending to indicate the defendant may or may not be

any other facts tending to indicate the defendant may or may not

commit new crimes if released.
D.

Non-monetary conditions of release. In its order setting conditions of

9

release, the court shall impose a standard condition that the defendant not commit a federal,

10

state, or local crime during the period of release. The court may also impose the least

11

restrictive particularized condition, or combination of particularized conditions, that the court

12

finds will reasonably ensure the appearance of the defendant as required, the safety of any

13

other person and the community, and the orderly administration of justice, which may

14

include the condition that the defendant

15

(1)

remain in the custody of a designated person who agrees to assume

16

supervision and to report any violation of a release condition to the court, if the designated

17

person is able reasonably to assure the court that the defendant will appear as required and

18

will not pose a danger to the safety of any other person or the community;

19

(2)

maintain employment, or, if unemployed, actively seek employment;

20

(3)

maintain or commence an educational program;

21

(4)

abide by specified restrictions on personal associations, place of

RCR No. 1048
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abode, or travel;

2
3

(5)

avoid all contact with an alleged victim of the crime or with a potential

witness who may testify concerning the offense;

4
5

1st Ad Hoc Committee Draft
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(6)

report on a regular basis to a designated pretrial services agency or

other agency agreeing to supervise the defendant;

6

(7)

comply with a specified curfew;

7

(8)

refrain from possessing a firearm, destructive device, or other

8

dangerous weapon;

9
10

(9)

refrain from any use of alcohol or any use of an illegal drug or other

controlled substance without a prescription by a licensed medical practitioner;

11

(10)

undergo available medical, psychological, or psychiatric treatment,

12

including treatment for drug or alcohol dependency, and remain in a specified institution if

13

required for that purpose;

14
15

(11)

designated by the court;

16
17

submit to a drug test or an alcohol test on request of a person

(12)

return to custody for specified hours following release for

employment, schooling, or other limited purposes;

18

(13)

satisfy any other condition that is reasonably necessary to ensure the

19

appearance of the defendant as required and the safety of any other person and the

20

community.

21

E.
RCR No. 1048

Secured bond. If the court makes findings of the reasons why release on
4
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1

personal recognizance or unsecured appearance bond, in addition to any non-monetary

2

conditions of release, will not reasonably ensure the appearance of the defendant as required,

3

the court may require a secured bond for the defendant’s release.

4

(1)

5

Factors to be considered in setting secured bond.
(a)

In determining whether any secured bond is necessary, the

6

court may consider any facts tending to indicate that the particular defendant may or may not

7

be likely to appear as required.

8
9
10

(b)

necessary to reasonably ensure the defendant’s appearance and with regard to the defendant’s
financial ability to secure a bond.

11
12

(c)

The court shall not set a secured bond that a defendant cannot

afford for the purpose of detaining a defendant who is otherwise eligible for pretrial release.

13
14

The court shall set secured bond at the lowest amount

(d)

Secured bond shall not be set by reference to a predetermined

schedule of monetary amounts fixed according to the nature of the charge.

15

(2)

Types of secured bond. If a secured bond is determined necessary in

16

a particular case, the court shall impose the first of the following types of secured bond that

17

will reasonably ensure the appearance of the defendant.

18

(a)

Percentage bond. The court may require a secured appearance

19

bond executed by the defendant in the full amount specified in the order setting conditions

20

of release, secured by a deposit in cash of ten percent (10%) of the amount specified. The

21

deposit may be returned as provided in Paragraph M of this rule.
RCR No. 1048
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Property bond. The court may require the execution of a

2

property bond by the defendant or by unpaid sureties in the full amount specified in the order

3

setting conditions of release, secured by the pledging of real property in accordance with

4

Rule 5-401.1 NMRA.

5
6

(c)

Cash or surety bond. The court may give the defendant the

option of either

7

(i)

a secured appearance bond executed by the defendant

8

in the full amount specified in the order setting conditions of release, secured by a deposit

9

in cash of one hundred percent (100%) of the amount specified, which may be returned as

10

provided in Paragraph M of this rule, or

11

(ii)

a surety bond executed by licensed sureties in

12

accordance with Rule 5-401.2 NMRA for one hundred percent (100%) of the full amount

13

specified in the order setting conditions of release.

14

F.

15

Order setting conditions of release; findings regarding secured bond.
(1)

Contents of order setting conditions of release. The order setting

16

conditions of release shall

17

(a)

include a written statement that sets forth all the conditions to

18

which the release is subject, in a manner sufficiently clear and specific to serve as a guide for

19

the defendant’s conduct; and

20

(b)

21

advise the defendant of
(i)

RCR No. 1048
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including the penalties for committing an offense while on pretrial release;

2

(ii)

the consequences for violating a condition of release,

3

including the immediate issuance of a warrant for the defendant’s arrest, revocation of

4

pretrial release, and forfeiture of bond; and

5
6

(iii)

the consequences of intimidating a witness, victim, or

informant or otherwise obstructing justice

7

(2)

Written findings regarding secured bond. The court shall file written

8

findings of the individualized facts justifying the secured bond, if any, as soon as possible,

9

but no later than two (2) days after the conclusion of the hearing.

10
11
12

G.

Pretrial detention. If the prosecutor files a motion for pretrial detention, the

court shall follow the procedures set forth in Rule 5-409 NMRA.
H.

13

Case pending in district court; motion for review of conditions of release.
(1)

Motion for review. If the district court requires a secured bond for the

14

defendant’s release under Paragraph E of this rule or imposes non-monetary conditions of

15

release under Paragraph D of this rule, and the defendant remains in custody twenty-four (24)

16

hours after the issuance of the order setting conditions of release as a result of the defendant’s

17

inability to post the secured bond or meet the conditions of release in the present case, the

18

defendant shall, on motion of the defendant or the court’s own motion, be entitled to a

19

hearing to review the conditions of release.

20

(2)

RCR No. 1048

Review hearing. The district court shall hold a hearing in an

7
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expedited manner, but in no event later than five (5) days after the filing of the motion. The

2

defendant shall have the right to assistance of retained or appointed counsel at the hearing.

3

Unless the order setting conditions of release is amended and the defendant is thereupon

4

released, the court shall state in the record the reasons for declining to amend the order

5

setting conditions of release. The court shall consider the defendant’s financial ability to

6

secure a bond. No defendant eligible for pretrial release under Article II, Section 13 of the

7

New Mexico Constitution shall be detained solely because of financial inability to post a

8

secured bond unless the court determines by clear and convincing evidence and makes

9

findings of the reasons why the amount of secured bond required by the court is reasonably

10

necessary to ensure the appearance of the particular defendant as required. The court shall

11

file written findings of the individualized facts justifying the secured bond as soon as

12

possible, but no later than two (2) days after the conclusion of the hearing.

13

(3)

Work or school release. A defendant who is ordered released on a

14

condition that requires that the defendant return to custody after specified hours shall, on

15

motion of the defendant or the court’s own motion, be entitled to a hearing to review the

16

conditions imposed. Unless the requirement is removed and the defendant is released on

17

another condition, the court shall state in the record the reason for the continuation of the

18

requirement. A hearing to review conditions of release under this subparagraph shall be held

19

by the district court within five (5) days of the filing of the motion. The defendant shall have

20

the right to assistance of retained or appointed counsel at the hearing.

21

(4)
RCR No. 1048
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8
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1

motions for review of the order setting conditions of release, but the court may rule on

2

subsequent motions with or without a hearing.

3

I.

Amendment of conditions. The court may amend its order setting conditions

4

of release at any time. If the amendment of the order may result in the detention of the

5

defendant or in more restrictive conditions of release, the court shall not amend the order

6

without a hearing. If the court is considering revocation of the defendant’s pretrial release

7

or modification of the defendant’s conditions of release for violating the a condition of

8

release, the court shall follow the procedures set forth in Rule 5-403 NMRA.

9
10
11
12

J.

Record of hearing. A record shall be made of any hearing held by the district

court under this rule.
K.

Cases pending in magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court; petition

for release or review by district court.

13

(1)

Case within magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court trial

14

jurisdiction. A defendant charged with an offense that is within magistrate, metropolitan,

15

or municipal court trial jurisdiction may file a petition in the district court for review of the

16

magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court’s order setting conditions of release only after

17

the magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court has ruled on a motion to review the

18

conditions of release under Rule 6-401(H) NMRA, Rule 7-401(H) NMRA, or Rule 8-401(G)

19

NMRA. The defendant shall attach to the district court petition a copy of the magistrate,

20

metropolitan, or municipal court order disposing of the defendant’s motion for review.

RCR No. 1048
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Felony case. A defendant charged with a felony offense who has not

2

been bound over to the district court may file a petition in the district court for release under

3

this rule at any time after the defendant’s arrest.

4

(3)

Petition; requirements. A petition under this paragraph shall include

5

the specific facts that warrant review by the district court and may include a request for a

6

hearing. The petitioner shall promptly

7
8

(a)

file a copy of the district court petition in the magistrate,

metropolitan, or municipal court;

9

(b)

serve a copy on the district attorney; and

10

(c)

provide a copy to the assigned district court judge.

11

(4)

Magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court’s jurisdiction pending

12

determination of the petition. Upon the filing of a petition under this paragraph, the

13

magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court’s jurisdiction to set or amend the conditions of

14

release shall be suspended pending determination of the petition by the district court. The

15

magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court shall retain jurisdiction over all other aspects

16

of the case, and the case shall proceed in the magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court

17

while the district court petition is pending. The magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court’s

18

order setting conditions of release, if any, shall remain in effect unless and until the district

19

court issues an order amending the conditions of release.

20
21

(5)

District court review. The district court shall rule on the petition in

an expedited manner. Within three (3) days after the petition is filed, the district court shall
RCR No. 1048
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take one of the following actions:

2

(a)

set a hearing no later than ten (10) days after the filing of the

3

petition and promptly transmit a copy of the notice to the magistrate, metropolitan, or

4

municipal court;

5

(b)

deny the petition summarily; or

6

(c)

amend the order setting conditions of release without a hearing.

7

(6)

District court order; transmission to magistrate, metropolitan, or

8

municipal court. The district court shall promptly transmit to the magistrate, metropolitan,

9

or municipal court a copy of the district court order disposing of the petition, and jurisdiction

10

over the conditions of release shall revert to the magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court.

11

L.

Expedited trial scheduling for defendant in custody. The district court

12

shall provide expedited priority scheduling in a case in which the defendant is detained as

13

a result of inability to post a secured bond or meet the conditions of release.

14

M.

Return of cash deposit. If a defendant has been released by executing a

15

secured appearance bond and depositing a cash deposit under Paragraph E of this rule, when

16

the conditions of the appearance bond have been performed and the defendant’s case has

17

been adjudicated by the court, the clerk shall return the sum that has been deposited to the

18

person who deposited the sum, or that person’s personal representatives or assigns.

19
20

N.

Release from custody by designee. The chief judge of the district court may

designate by written court order responsible persons to implement the pretrial release

RCR No. 1048
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procedures set forth in Rule 5-408 NMRA. A designee shall release a defendant from

2

custody prior to the defendant’s first appearance before a judge if the defendant is eligible

3

for pretrial release under Rule 5-408 NMRA, but may contact a judge for special

4

consideration based on exceptional circumstances. No person shall be qualified to serve as

5

a designee if the person or the person’s spouse is related within the second degree of blood

6

or marriage to a paid surety who is licensed to sell property or corporate bonds within this

7

state.

8
9
10
11
12
13

O.

Bind over to district court. For any case that is not within magistrate or

metropolitan court trial jurisdiction, upon notice to that court, any bond shall be transferred
to the district court upon the filing of an information or indictment in the district court.
P.

Evidence. Information offered in connection with or stated in any proceeding

held or order entered under this rule need not conform to the New Mexico Rules of Evidence.
Q.

Forms. Instruments required by this rule, including any order setting

14

conditions of release, appearance bond, property bond, or surety bond, shall be substantially

15

in the form approved by the Supreme Court.

16

R.

Judicial discretion; disqualification and excusal. Action by any court on

17

any matter relating to pretrial release shall not preclude the subsequent statutory

18

disqualification of a judge. A judge may not be excused from setting initial conditions of

19

release or reviewing a lower court’s order setting or revoking conditions of release unless the

20

judge is required to recuse under the provisions of the New Mexico Constitution or the Code

RCR No. 1048
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1

of Judicial Conduct.

2

[As amended, effective January 1, 1987; October 1, 1987; September 1, 1990; December 1,

3

1990; September 1, 2005; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. 07-8300-029, effective

4

December 10, 2007; by Supreme Court Order No. 10-8300-033, effective December 10,

5

2010; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. 14-8300-017, effective for all cases pending

6

or filed on or after December 31, 2014; as amended by Supreme Court Order No.

7

17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed on or after July 1, 2017; amended by

8

Supreme Court Order No. ____________, effective _________________.]

9

Committee commentary. — This rule provides “the mechanism through which a

10

person may effectuate the right to pretrial release afforded by Article II, Section 13 of the

11

New Mexico Constitution.” State v. Brown, 2014-NMSC-038, ¶ 37, 338 P.3d 1276. In 2016,

12

Article II, Section 13 was amended (1) to permit a court of record to order the detention of

13

a felony defendant pending trial if the prosecutor proves by clear and convincing evidence

14

that the defendant poses a danger to the safety of any other person or the community and that

15

no release condition or combination of conditions will reasonably ensure the safety of any

16

other person or the community; and (2) to require the pretrial release of a defendant who is

17

in custody solely due to financial inability to post a secured bond. This rule was derived from

18

the federal statute governing the release or detention of a defendant pending trial. See 18

19

U.S.C. § 3142.

20

This rule was amended in 2017 to implement the 2016 amendment to Article II,

21

Section 13 and the Supreme Court’s holding in Brown, 2014-NMSC-038. Corresponding
RCR No. 1048
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rules are located in the Rules of Criminal Procedure for the Magistrate Courts, see Rules

2

6-401 NMRA, the Rules of Criminal Procedure for the Metropolitan Courts, see Rule 7-401

3

NMRA, and the Rules of Procedure for the Municipal Courts, see Rule 8-401 NMRA.

4
5

Time periods specified in this rule are computed in accordance with Rule 5-104
NMRA.

6

Just as assistance of counsel is required at a detention hearing under Rule 5-409

7

NMRA that may result in a denial of pretrial release based on dangerousness, Subparagraphs

8

(A)(2), (H)(2), and (H)(3) of this rule provide that assistance of counsel is required in a

9

proceeding that may result in denial of pretrial release based on reasons that do not involve

10

dangerousness, such as a simple inability to meet a financial condition.

11

As set forth in Paragraph B, a defendant is entitled to release on personal

12

recognizance or unsecured bond unless the court determines that such release, in addition to

13

any non-monetary conditions of release under Paragraph D, will not reasonably ensure the

14

appearance of the defendant and the safety of any other person or the community.

15

Paragraph C lists the factors the court should consider when determining conditions

16

of release. In all cases, the court is required to consider any available results of a pretrial risk

17

assessment instrument approved by the Supreme Court for use in the jurisdiction, if any, and

18

the financial resources of the defendant.

19

Paragraph D lists various non-monetary conditions of release. The court must impose

20

the least restrictive condition, or combination of conditions, that will reasonably ensure the

21

appearance of the defendant as required and the safety of any other person and the
RCR No. 1048
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1

community. See Brown, 2014-NMSC-038, ¶¶ 1, 37, 39. If the defendant has previously been

2

released on standard conditions prior to a court appearance, the judge should review the

3

conditions at the defendant’s first appearance to determine whether any particularized

4

conditions should be imposed under the circumstances of the case. Paragraph D also permits

5

the court to impose non-monetary conditions of release to ensure the orderly administration

6

of justice. This provision was derived from the American Bar Association, ABA Standards

7

for Criminal Justice: Pretrial Release, Standard 10-5.2 (3d ed. 2007). Some conditions of

8

release may have a cost associated with the condition. The court should make a

9

determination as to whether the defendant can afford to pay all or a portion of the cost, or

10

whether the court has the authority to waive the cost, because detaining a defendant due to

11

inability to pay the cost associated with a condition of release is comparable to detaining a

12

defendant due to financial inability to post a secured bond.

13

As set forth in Paragraph E, the only purpose for which the court may impose a

14

secured bond is to ensure that the defendant will appear for trial and other pretrial

15

proceedings for which the defendant must be present. See State v. Ericksons,

16

1987-NMSC-108, ¶ 6, 106 N.M. 567, 746 P.2d 1099 (“[T]he purpose of bail is to secure the

17

defendant’s attendance to submit to the punishment to be imposed by the court.”); see also

18

NMSA 1978, § 31-3-2(B)(2) (authorizing the forfeiture of bond upon the defendant’s failure

19

to appear).

20

The 2017 amendments to this rule clarify that the amount of secured bond must not

21

be based on a bond schedule, i.e., a predetermined schedule of monetary amounts fixed
RCR No. 1048
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1

according to the nature of the charge. Instead, the court must consider the individual

2

defendant’s financial resources and must set secured bond at the lowest amount that will

3

reasonably ensure the defendant’s appearance in court after the defendant is released.

4

Secured bond cannot be used for the purpose of detaining a defendant who may pose

5

a danger to the safety of any other person or the community. See Brown, 2014-NMSC-038,

6

¶ 53 (“Neither the New Mexico Constitution nor our rules of criminal procedure permit a

7

judge to set high bail for the purpose of preventing a defendant’s pretrial release.”); see also

8

Stack v. Boyle, 342 U.S. 1, 5 (1951) (stating that secured bond set higher than the amount

9

reasonably calculated to ensure the defendant’s appearance in court “is ‘excessive’ under the

10

Eighth Amendment”). A felony defendant who poses a danger that cannot be mitigated

11

through the imposition of non-monetary conditions of release under Paragraph D of this rule

12

should be detained under Article II, Section 13 and Rule 5-409 NMRA.

13
14

The court should consider the authorized types of secured bonds in the order of
priority set forth in Paragraph E.

15

The court must first consider requiring an appearance bond secured by a cash deposit

16

of 10%. If this is inadequate, the court then must consider a property bond where the property

17

belongs to the defendant or other unpaid surety. If neither of these options is sufficient to

18

reasonably ensure the defendant’s appearance, the court may require a cash or surety bond

19

for the defendant’s release. If the court requires a cash or surety bond, the defendant has the

20

option either to execute an appearance bond and deposit 100% of the amount of the bond

21

with the court or to purchase a bond from a paid surety. A paid surety may execute a surety
RCR No. 1048
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bond or a real or personal property bond only if the conditions of Rule Rule 5-401.2 NMRA

2

are met.

3

Paragraph F governs the contents of an order setting conditions of release. See Form

4

9-303 NMRA (order setting conditions of release). Paragraph F also requires the court to

5

make written findings justifying the imposition of a secured bond, if any. Judges are

6

encouraged to enter their written findings on the order setting conditions of release at the

7

conclusion of the hearing. If more detailed findings are necessary, the judge should make

8

such supplemental findings in a separate document within two days of the conclusion of the

9

hearing.

10

Paragraph G addresses pretrial detention of a dangerous defendant under Article II,

11

Section 13. If the defendant poses a danger to the safety of any other person or the

12

community that cannot be addressed through the imposition of non-monetary conditions of

13

release, the prosecutor may file a motion for pretrial detention. If the prosecutor files a

14

motion for pretrial detention, the district court must follow the procedures set forth in Rule

15

5-409 NMRA.

16

Paragraphs H and K provide avenues for a defendant to seek district court review of

17

the conditions of release. Paragraph H applies to a defendant whose case is pending before

18

the district court. Paragraph K sets forth the procedure for a defendant whose case is pending

19

in the magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court. Article II, Section 13 requires the court

20

to rule on a motion or a petition for pretrial release “in an expedited manner” and to release

21

a defendant who is being held solely due to financial inability to post a secured bond. A
RCR No. 1048
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1

defendant who wishes to present financial information to a court to support a motion or

2

petition for pretrial release may present Form 9-301A NMRA (pretrial release financial

3

affidavit) to the court. The defendant shall be entitled to appear and participate personally

4

with counsel before the judge conducting any hearing to review the conditions of release,

5

rather than by any means of remote electronic conferencing.

6

Paragraph L requires the district court to prioritize the scheduling of trial and other

7

proceedings for cases in which the defendant is held in custody due to inability to post bond

8

or meet the conditions of release. See generally United States v. Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 747

9

(1987) (concluding that the detention provisions in the Bail Reform Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3142,

10

did not violate due process, in part due to “the stringent time limitations of the Speedy Trial

11

Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3161”); Am. Bar Ass’n, ABA Standards for Criminal Justice: Pretrial

12

Release, Standard 10-5.11 (3d ed. 2007) (“Every jurisdiction should establish, by statute or

13

court rule, accelerated time limitations within which detained defendants should be tried

14

consistent with the sound administration of justice.”).

15

Under NMSA 1978, Section 31-3-1, the court may appoint a designee to carry out the

16

provisions of this rule. As set forth in Paragraph N, a designee must be designated by the

17

chief district court judge in a written court order. A person may not be appointed as a

18

designee if such person is related within the second degree of blood or marriage to a paid

19

surety licensed in this state to execute bail bonds. A jailer may be appointed as a designee.

20

Paragraph N and Rule 5-408 NMRA govern the limited circumstances under which a

21

designee shall release an arrested defendant from custody prior to that defendant’s first
RCR No. 1048
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appearance before a judge.

2

Paragraph O requires the magistrate or metropolitan court to transfer any bond to the

3

district court upon notice from the district attorney that an information or indictment has

4

been filed. See Rules 6-202(E)-(F), 7-202(E)-(F) NMRA (requiring the district attorney to

5

notify the magistrate or metropolitan court of the filing of an information or indictment in

6

the district court).

7

Paragraph P of this rule dovetails with Rule 11-1101(D)(3)(e) NMRA. Both provide

8

that the Rules of Evidence are not applicable to proceedings in district court with respect to

9

matters of pretrial release. Like other types of proceedings where the Rules of Evidence do

10

not apply, at a pretrial release hearing the court is responsible “for assessing the reliability

11

and accuracy” of the information presented. See United States v. Martir, 782 F.2d 1141, 1145

12

(2d Cir. 1986) (explaining that in a pretrial detention hearing the judge “retains the

13

responsibility for assessing the reliability and accuracy of the government’s information,

14

whether presented by proffer or by direct proof”); see also United States v. Marshall, 519 F.

15

Supp. 751, 754 (E.D. Wis. 1981) (“So long as the information which the sentencing judge

16

considers has sufficient indicia of reliability to support its probable accuracy, the information

17

may properly be taken into account in passing sentence.”), aff’d 719 F.2d 887 (7th Cir.1983);

18

State v. Guthrie, 2011-NMSC-014, ¶¶ 36-39, 43, 150 N.M. 84, 257 P.3d 904 (explaining that

19

in a probation revocation hearing, the court should focus on the reliability of the evidence).

20

Consistent with Rule 5-106 NMRA, a party cannot exercise the statutory right to excuse a

21

judge who is setting initial conditions of release. See NMSA 1978, § 38-3-9. Paragraph R of
RCR No. 1048
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1

this rule does not prevent a judge from being recused under the provisions of the New

2

Mexico Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct either on the court’s own motion or

3

motion of a party. See N.M. Const. art. VI, § 18; Rule 21-211 NMRA.

4

[As amended by Supreme Court Order No. 07-8300-029, effective December 10, 2007; as

5

amended by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

6

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. ______, effective

7

__________.]
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9-207A. Probable cause determination.
[For use with District Court Rule 5-301 NMRA,
Magistrate Court Rule 6-203 NMRA,
Metropolitan Court Rule 7-203 NMRA, and
Municipal Court Rule 8-202 NMRA]
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
[COUNTY OF___________________]
[CITY OF_____________________]
__________________________ COURT
[STATE OF NEW MEXICO]
[COUNTY OF __________________]
[CITY OF ____________________]
v.

No. __________

________________________________, Defendant.

PROBABLE CAUSE DETERMINATION
(For use only if the defendant
has been arrested without a warrant
and has not been released)
Finding of Probable Cause
[]
I find that there is a written showing of probable cause to believe that a crime has been
committed and that the above named defendant committed it.
It is ordered that the defendant shall be released:
[]
on personal recognizance.
[]
on the conditions of release set forth in the release order.
[]
only upon entry of a release order after the defendant has appeared before a judge.
Failure to Make Showing of Probable Cause
[]
I find that probable cause has not been shown that a crime has been committed and that
the above named defendant committed it. It is ordered that the defendant be released on
personal recognizance.
[]
A probable cause determination has not been made within forty-eight (48) hours of the
defendant’s arrest. It is ordered that the defendant be released on personal recognizance.
_________________________
Judge
_________________________
Date
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_________________________
Time
USE NOTE
A court should not dismiss the criminal complaint against the defendant merely because
the court has found no probable cause for pretrial detention. If the court finds no probable cause,
the only required action is the defendant’s immediate release from custody pending further
proceedings.
Unless the defendant has been released on personal recognizance, the amount of bail set
and any conditions of release prescribed by a designee must also be reviewed.
This form is not necessary if the finding of probable cause is endorsed by the judge on the
criminal complaint or on a statement of probable cause.
[Approved effective September 1, 1990; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. 13-8300-042,
effective for all cases pending or filed on or after December 31, 2013; as amended by Supreme
Court Order No. 17-8300-016, effective for all cases pending or filed on or after December 31,
2017.]
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A.

Scope. In accordance with this rule, the court may consider revocation of the

defendant’s pretrial release or modification of the defendant’s conditions of release

4

(1)

if the defendant is alleged to have violated a condition of release; or

5

(2)

to prevent interference with witnesses or the proper administration of

6
7

justice.
B.

8
9
10

(1)

13

The court may consider revocation of the defendant’s pretrial release

or modification of the defendant’s conditions of release on motion of the prosecutor or on
the court’s own motion.

11
12

Motion for revocation or modification of conditions of release.

(2)

The defendant may file a response to the motion, but the filing of a

response shall not delay any hearing under Paragraph D or E of this rule.
C.

Issuance of summons or bench warrant. If the court does not deny the

14

motion on the pleadings, the court shall issue a summons and notice of hearing, unless the

15

court finds that the interests of justice may be better served by the issuance of a bench

16

warrant. The summons or bench warrant shall include notice of the reasons for the review

17

of the pretrial release decision.

18

D.

19
20

Initial hearing.
(1)

The court shall hold an initial hearing as soon as practicable, but no

later than three (3) days after the defendant is detained.

RCR No. 1048
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(2)

5

At the initial hearing, the court may continue the existing conditions

of release, set different conditions of release, or propose revocation of release.

3
4
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(3)

If the court proposes revocation of release, the court shall schedule an

evidentiary hearing under Paragraph E of this rule, unless waived by the defendant.
E.

6

Evidentiary hearing.
(1)

Time. The evidentiary hearing shall be held as soon as practicable.

7

If the defendant is in custody, the evidentiary hearing shall be held no later than seven (7)

8

days after the initial hearing.

9

(2)

Defendant’s rights. The defendant has the right to be present and to

10

be represented by counsel and, if financially unable to obtain counsel, to have counsel

11

appointed. The defendant shall be afforded an opportunity to testify, to present witnesses, to

12

compel the attendance of witnesses, to cross-examine witnesses who appear at the hearing,

13

and to present information by proffer or otherwise. If the defendant testifies at the hearing,

14

the defendant’s testimony shall not be used against the defendant at trial except for

15

impeachment purposes or in a subsequent prosecution for perjury.

16

F.

Order at completion of evidentiary hearing. At the completion of an

17

evidentiary hearing, the court shall determine whether the defendant has violated a condition

18

of release or whether revocation of the defendant’s release is necessary to prevent

19

interference with witnesses or the proper administration of justice. The court may

20

(1)

continue the existing conditions of release;

21

(2)

set new or additional conditions of release in accordance with Rule

RCR No. 1048
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2

(3)
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revoke the defendant’s release, if the court finds by clear and

3

convincing evidence that

4

(a)

the defendant has willfully violated a condition of release and

5

that no condition or combination of conditions will reasonably ensure the defendant’s

6

compliance with the release conditions ordered by the court; or

7

(b)

revocation of the defendant’s release is necessary to prevent

8

interference with witnesses or the proper administration of justice.

9

An order revoking release shall include written findings of the individualized facts justifying

10
11
12
13

revocation.
G.

Evidence. The New Mexico Rules of Evidence shall not apply to the

presentation and consideration of information at any hearing under this rule.
H.

Review of conditions. If the court enters an order setting new or additional

14

conditions of release, the defendant may file a motion to review the conditions under Rule

15

5-401(H) NMRA. If, upon disposition of the motion, the defendant is detained or continues

16

to be detained because of a failure to meet a condition imposed, or is subject to a requirement

17

to return to custody after specified hours, the defendant may appeal in accordance with Rule

18

5-405 NMRA and Rule 12-204 NMRA.

19
20

I.

Expedited trial scheduling for defendant in custody. The district court

shall provide expedited priority scheduling in a case in which the defendant is detained

RCR No. 1048
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pending trial.

2

J.

Appeal. If the court revokes the defendant’s release, the defendant may

3

appeal in accordance with Rule 5-405 NMRA and Rule 12-204 NMRA. The appeal shall be

4

heard in an expedited manner. The defendant shall be detained pending the disposition of the

5

appeal.

6

K.

Petition for review of revocation order issued by magistrate,

7

metropolitan, or municipal court. If the magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court

8

issues an order revoking the defendant’s release, the defendant may petition the district court

9

for review under this paragraph.

10

(1)

Petition; requirements. The petition shall include the specific facts

11

that warrant review by the district court and may include a request for a hearing. The

12

petitioner shall promptly

13

(a)

14

file a copy of the district court petition in the magistrate,

metropolitan, or municipal court;

15

(b)

serve a copy on the district attorney; and

16

(c)

provide a copy to the assigned district court judge.

17

(2)

Magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court's jurisdiction pending

18

determination of the petition. Upon the filing of the petition, the magistrate, metropolitan,

19

or municipal court’s jurisdiction to set or amend conditions of release shall be suspended

20

pending determination of the petition by the district court. The case shall proceed in the

RCR No. 1048
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3

(3)

District court review. The district court shall rule on the petition in

an expedited manner.

4
5
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(a)

Within three (3) days after the petition is filed, the district court

shall take one of the following actions:

6

(i)

issue an order affirming the revocation order; or

7

(ii)

set a hearing to be held within ten (10) days after the

8

filing of the petition and promptly transmit a copy of the notice to the magistrate,

9

metropolitan, or municipal court.

10

(b)

If the district court holds a hearing on the petition, at the

11

conclusion of the hearing the court shall issue either an order affirming the revocation order

12

or an order setting conditions of release in accordance with Rule 5-401 NMRA.

13

(4)

Transmission of district court order to magistrate, metropolitan, or

14

municipal court. The district court shall promptly transmit the order to the magistrate,

15

metropolitan, or municipal court, and jurisdiction over the conditions of release shall revert

16

to the magistrate, metropolitan, or municipal court.

17
18
19

(5)

Appeal. If the district court affirms the revocation order, the defendant

may appeal in accordance with Rule 5-405 NMRA and Rule 12-204 NMRA.
L.

Judicial discretion; disqualification and excusal. Action by any court on

20

any matter relating to pretrial release or detention shall not preclude the subsequent statutory

21

disqualification of a judge. A judge may not be excused from reviewing a lower court’s order
RCR No. 1048
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1

revoking conditions of release unless the judge is required to recuse under the provisions of

2

the New Mexico Constitution or the Code of Judicial Conduct.

3

[As amended, effective September 1, 1990; as amended by Supreme Court Order No.

4

13-8300-046, effective for all cases pending or filed on or after December 31, 2013; as

5

amended by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

6

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. __________, effective

7

_____________.]

8

Committee commentary. — The 2017 amendments to this rule clarify the procedure

9

for the court to follow when considering revocation of the defendant’s pretrial release or

10

modification of the defendant’s conditions of release for violating the conditions of release.

11

In State v. Segura, 2014-NMCA-037, 321 P.3d 140, the Court of Appeals held that due

12

process requires courts to afford the defendant notice and an opportunity to be heard before

13

the court may revoke the defendant’s bail and remand the defendant into custody. See also

14

Tijerina v. Baker, 1968-NMSC-009, ¶ 9, 78 N.M. 770, 438 P.2d 514 (explaining that the

15

right to bail is not absolute); id. ¶ 10 (“If the court has inherent power to revoke bail of a

16

defendant during trial and pending final disposition of the criminal case in order to prevent

17

interference with witnesses or the proper administration of justice, the right to do so before

18

trial seems to be equally apparent under a proper set of facts.”); State v. Rivera,

19

2003-NMCA-059, ¶ 20, 133 N.M. 571, 66 P.3d 344 (“Conditions of release are separate,

20

coercive powers of a court, apart from the bond itself. They are enforceable by immediate

21

arrest, revocation, or modification if violated. Such conditions of release are intended to
RCR No. 1048
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1

protect the public and keep the defendant in line.”), rev’d on other grounds,

2

2004-NMSC-001, 134 N.M. 768, 82 P.3d 939.

3

Paragraph G provides that the New Mexico Rules of Evidence do not apply at a

4

revocation hearing, consistent with Rule 11-1101(D)(3)(e) NMRA. Like other types of

5

proceedings where the Rules of Evidence do not apply, at a pretrial detention hearing the

6

court is responsible “for assessing the reliability and accuracy” of the information presented.

7

See United States v. Martir, 782 F.2d 1141, 1145 (2d Cir. 1986) (explaining that in a pretrial

8

detention hearing the judge “retains the responsibility for assessing the reliability and

9

accuracy of the government’s information, whether presented by proffer or by direct proof”);

10

State v. Ingram, 155 A.3d 597 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2017) (holding that it is within the

11

discretion of the detention hearing court to determine whether a pretrial detention order may

12

be supported in an individual case by documentary evidence, proffer, one or more live

13

witnesses, or other forms of information the court deems sufficient); see also United States

14

v. Marshall, 519 F. Supp. 751, 754 (E.D. Wis. 1981) (“So long as the information which the

15

sentencing judge considers has sufficient indicia of reliability to support its probable

16

accuracy, the information may properly be taken into account in passing sentence.”), aff’d

17

719 F.2d 887 (7th Cir.1983); State v. Guthrie, 2011-NMSC-014, ¶¶ 36-39, 43, 150 N.M. 84,

18

257 P.3d 904 (explaining that in a probation revocation hearing, the court should focus on

19

the reliability of the evidence); State v. Vigil, 1982-NMCA-058, ¶ 24, 97 N.M. 749, 643 P.2d

20

618 (holding in a probation revocation hearing that hearsay untested for accuracy or

21

reliability lacked probative value).
RCR No. 1048
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1

Consistent with Rule 5-106 NMRA, a party cannot exercise the statutory right to

2

excuse a judge who is reviewing a lower court’s order setting or revoking conditions of

3

release. See NMSA 1978, § 38-3-9. Paragraph L of this rule does not prevent a judge from

4

being recused under the provisions of the New Mexico Constitution or the Code of Judicial

5

Conduct either on the court’s own motion or motion of a party. See N.M. Const. art. VI, §

6

18; Rule 21-211 NMRA.

7

The 1975 amendment to Rule 5-402 NMRA makes it clear that this rule may be

8

invoked while the defendant is appealing a conviction. See Rule 5-402 NMRA and

9

commentary.

10

[As amended by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or

11

filed on or after July 1, 2017.]
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§ 3148. Sanctions for violation of a release condition, 18 USCA § 3148

United States Code Annotated
Title 18. Crimes and Criminal Procedure (Refs & Annos)
Part II. Criminal Procedure
Chapter 207. Release and Detention Pending Judicial Proceedings (Refs & Annos)
18 U.S.C.A. § 3148
§ 3148. Sanctions for violation of a release condition
Currentness
(a) Available sanctions.--A person who has been released under section 3142 of this title, and who has violated a condition
of his release, is subject to a revocation of release, an order of detention, and a prosecution for contempt of court.

(b) Revocation of release.--The attorney for the Government may initiate a proceeding for revocation of an order of
release by filing a motion with the district court. A judicial officer may issue a warrant for the arrest of a person charged
with violating a condition of release, and the person shall be brought before a judicial officer in the district in which such
person's arrest was ordered for a proceeding in accordance with this section. To the extent practicable, a person charged
with violating the condition of release that such person not commit a Federal, State, or local crime during the period
of release, shall be brought before the judicial officer who ordered the release and whose order is alleged to have been
violated. The judicial officer shall enter an order of revocation and detention if, after a hearing, the judicial officer--

(1) finds that there is--

(A) probable cause to believe that the person has committed a Federal, State, or local crime while on release; or

(B) clear and convincing evidence that the person has violated any other condition of release; and

(2) finds that--

(A) based on the factors set forth in section 3142(g) of this title, there is no condition or combination of conditions
of release that will assure that the person will not flee or pose a danger to the safety of any other person or the
community; or

(B) the person is unlikely to abide by any condition or combination of conditions of release.
If there is probable cause to believe that, while on release, the person committed a Federal, State, or local felony, a
rebuttable presumption arises that no condition or combination of conditions will assure that the person will not pose a
danger to the safety of any other person or the community. If the judicial officer finds that there are conditions of release
that will assure that the person will not flee or pose a danger to the safety of any other person or the community, and
that the person will abide by such conditions, the judicial officer shall treat the person in accordance with the provisions
of section 3142 of this title and may amend the conditions of release accordingly.

© 2018 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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§ 3148. Sanctions for violation of a release condition, 18 USCA § 3148

(c) Prosecution for contempt.--The judicial officer may commence a prosecution for contempt, under section 401 of this
title, if the person has violated a condition of release.

CREDIT(S)
(Added Pub.L. 98-473, Title II, § 203(a), Oct. 12, 1984, 98 Stat. 1983; amended Pub.L. 99-646, § 55(a), (h), Nov. 10,
1986, 100 Stat. 3607, 3610.)

18 U.S.C.A. § 3148, 18 USCA § 3148
Current through P.L. 115-140.
End of Document
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7-403. Revocation or modification of release orders.
A. Scope. In accordance with this rule, the court may consider revocation of the
defendant's pretrial release or modification of the defendant's conditions ofrelease
(I) if the defendant is alleged to have violated a condition of release; or
(2) to prevent interference with witnesses or the proper administration of justice.
B. Motion for revocation or modification of conditions of release.
(I) The court may consider revocation of the defendant 's pretrial release or modification
of the defendant 's conditions of release on motion of the prosecutor or on the court's own
motion.
(2) The defendant may file a response to the motion, but the filing of a response shall
not delay any hearing under Paragraph D or E of this rule.
C. Issuance of summons or bench warrant. If the court does not deny the motion on the
pleadings, the court shall issue a summons and notice of hearing, unless the court finds that the
interests of justice may be better served by the issuance of a bench warrant. The summons or
bench warrant shall include notice of the reasons for the review of the pretrial release decision.
D. Initial hearing.
(I) The court shall hold an initial hearing as soon as practicable, but no later than three
(3) days after the defendant is detained.
(2) At the initial hearing, the court may continue the existing conditions of release, set
different conditions of release, ef-propose revocation of release . or commence a prosecution for
co ntemp t, or contempt sanct ions, un der Ru It.: 7-1 I J ( D )(4 ).
(3) If the court proposes revocation of release, the court shall schedule an evidentiary
hearing under Paragraph E of this rule, unless waived by the defendant.
E. Evidentiary hearing.
(I) Time. The evidentiary hearing shall be held as soon as practicable. If the defendant
is in custody, the evidentiary hearing shall be held no later than 5€-'l~te n ( I 0 ) days after the
initial hearing.
(2) Defe11da11t's rights. The defendant has the right to be present and to be represented
by counsel and, if financially unable to obtain counsel , to have counsel appointed . The defendant
shall be afforded an opportunity to testify, to present witnesses, to compel the attendance of
witnesses, to cross-examine witnesses who appear at the hearing, atl&-to present information by
proffer or otherwise. and to prese nt any informatio n in mi liga lio n. If the defendant testifies at the
hearing, the defendant's testimony shall not be used against the defendant at trial except for
impeachment purposes or in a subsequent prosecution for pe~jury.
F. Order at completion of evidentiary hearing. At the completion of an evidentiary
hearing, the court shall determine whether the defendant has violated a condition of release or
whether revocation of the defendant's release is necessary to prevent interference with witnesses
or the proper administration of justice. The court may
(I) continue the existing conditions of release;
(2) set new or additional conditions ofrelease in accordance with Rule 7-40 I NMRA; or
(3) revoke the defendant's release, if the court finds by clea r and convinc ing evidence
ffi.a.tt hat there is :
(a) probable ca use to believe that the defenda nt has co mmitted a federal. state. or
loca l crime while on re lease: or
(b) clear and convincin g ev idence that the person has vio lated any oth er cond ition of
re lease: and
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(fa) the defendant has willfully violated a condition of release and that no condition
or combination of conditions will reasonably ensure the defendant's compliance with the release
conditions ordered by the court; or
(ge) revocation of the defendant's release is necessary to prevent interference with
witnesses or the proper administration of justice.
An order revoking release shall include written findings of the individualized facts justifying
revocation.
( 4) i mposc sa nct io ns.
G. Evidence. The New Mexico Rules of Evidence shall not apply to the presentation and
consideration of information at any hearing under this rule.
H. Review of conditions. If the metropolitan court enters an order setting new or additional
conditions of release and the defendant is detained or continues to be detained because of a
failure to meet a condition imposed, or is subject to a requirement to return to custody after
specified hours, the defendant may petition the district court for review in accordance with
Rule 7-40 I (J) NMRA. The defendant may petition the district court immediately upon the
issuance of the metropolitan court order and shall not be required to first seek review or
reconsideration by the metropolitan court. lf, upon disposition of the petition by the district
court, the defendant is detained or continues to be detained because of a failure to meet a
condition imposed, or is subject to a requirement to return to custody after specified hours, the
defendant may appeal in accordance with Rule 5-405 NMRA and Rule 12-204 NMRA.
r. Expedited trial scheduling for defendant in custody. The metropolitan court shall
provide expedited priority scheduling in a case in which the defendant is detained pending trial.
J. Petition to district court for review of revocation order. If the metropolitan cou1t
issues an order revoking the defendant ' s release, the defendant may petition the district court for
review under this paragraph and Rule 5-403(K) NMRA.
(I) Petitio11,· requireme11ts. The petition shall include the specific facts that warrant
review by the district court and may include a request for a hearing. The petitioner shall
promptly
(a) file a copy of the district court petition in the metropolitan court;
(b) serve a copy on the district attorney; and
(c) provide a copy to the assigned district court judge.
(2) Metropolita11 co11rt'sj11risdictio11 pending determillatio11 of the petition. Upon the
filing of the petition, the metropolitan court's jurisdiction to set or amend conditions of release
shall be suspended pending determination of the petition by the district court. The metropolitan
court shall retain jurisdiction over all other aspects of the case, and the case shall proceed in the
metropolitan cou1t while the petition is pending.
(3) District court review. The district court shall rule on the petition in an expedited
manner.
(a) Within three (3) days after the petition is filed, the district court shall take one of
the following actions:
(i) issue an order affirming the revocation order; or
(ii) set a hearing to be held within ten (I 0) days after the filing of the petition
and promptly transmit a copy of the notice to the metropolitan court.
(b) If the district court holds a hearing on the petition, at the conclusion of the
hearing the court shall issue either an order affirming the revocation order or an order setting
conditions of release under Rule 5-40 I NMRA.
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(4) District court order; transmission to metropolitan court. The dist1ict court shall
promptly transmit the order to the metropolitan court, and jurisdiction over the conditions of
release shall revert to the metropolitan court.
(5) Appeal. If the district court affirms the revocation order, the defendant may appeal
in accordance with Rule 5-405 NMRA and Rule 12-204 NMRA.
[As amended, effective September I, 1990; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300005 , effective for all cases pending or filed on or after July 1, 2017.]
,....

~

. ....

Committee commentary. - The 2017 amendments to this rule clarify the procedure for the court to
follow when considering revocation of the defendant's pretrial release or modification of the defendant's
conditions of release for violating the conditions of release. In State v. Segura, 2014-NMCA-037, 321
P.3d 140, the Court of Appeals held that due process requires courts to afford the defendant notice and
an opportunity to be heard before the court may revoke the defendant's bail and remand the defendant
into custody. See also Tijerina v. Baker, 1968-NMSC-009, 11 9, 78 N.M . 770, 438 P.2d 514 (explaining
that the right to bail is not absolute); id. 1110 ("If the court has inherent power to revoke bail of a defendant
during trial and pending final disposition of the criminal case in order to prevent interference with
witnesses or the proper administration of justice, the right to do so before trial seems to be equally
apparent under a proper set of facts ."); State v. Rivera, 2003-NMCA-059, 11 20, 133 N.M. 571 , 66 P.3d
344 ("Conditions of release are separate, coercive powers of a court, apart from the bond itself. They are
enforceable by immediate arrest, revocation, or modification if violated . Such conditions of release are
intended to protect the public and keep the defendant in line. "), rev'd on other grounds , 2004-NMSC001 , 134 N.M. 768 , 82 P.3d 939 .
Paragraph G provides that the New Mexico Rules of Evidence do not apply at a revocation hearing,
consistent with Rule 11-1101 (D)(3)(e) NMRA. Like other types of proceedings where the Rules of
Evidence do not apply, at a pretrial detention hearing the court is responsible "for assessing the reliability
and accuracy" of the information presented . See United States v. Martir, 782 F.2d 1141, 1145 (2d Cir.
1986) (explaining that in a pretrial detention hearing the judge "retains the responsibility for assessing the
reliability and accuracy of the government's information, whether presented by proffer or by direct
proof") ; State v. Ingram, 155 A.3d 597 (N .J. Super. Ct. App . Div. 2017) (holding that it is within the
discretion of the detention hearing court to determine whether a pretrial detention order may be supported
in an individual case by documentary evidence, proffer, one or more live witnesses, or other forms of
information the court deems sufficient); see also United States v. Marshall, 519 F. Supp. 751 , 754 (E.D.
Wis . 1981) ("So long as the information which the sentencing judge considers has sufficient indicia of
reliability to support its probable accuracy, the information may properly be taken into account in passing
sentence."), aff'd719 F.2d 887 (7th Cir.1983); State v. Guthrie , 2011-NMSC-014 , 111136-39, 43, 150 N.M.
84 , 257 P.3d 904 (explaining that in a probation revocation hearing, the court should focus on the
reliability of the evidence); State v. Vigil, 1982-NMCA-058, 1[ 24, 97 N.M. 749, 643 P.2d 618 (holding in a
probation revocation hearing that hearsay untested for accuracy or reliability lacked probative value) .
[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed on or after
July 1, 2017.]

COMPILER'S AMENDMENT NOTES
The 2017 amendment, approved by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective July 1, 2017,
clarified the procedures for the court to follow when considering revocation of the defendant's pretrial
release or modification of the defendant's conditions of release for violating the conditions of release, and
added the committee commentary; in the heading , after "Revocation", added "or modification", and after
"release", added "orders"; and deleted former Paragraphs A and B and added new Paragraphs A through
J.
The 1990 amendment, effective for cases filed in the metropolitan courts on or after September 1,
1990, in Paragraph A, deleted "Paragraph A of" preceding "Rule 7-401 " in Subparagraph (1), deleted
former Subparagraph (2), relating to imposing conditions under Paragraph C of Rule 7-401 , and
redesignated former Subparagraph (3) as present Subparagraph (2); rewrote Paragraph B; and deleted
former Paragraph C, relating to record on review.
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5-408. Pretrial release by designee.

2

A.

Scope. This rule shall be implemented by any person designated in writing

3

by the chief judge of the district court under Rule 5-401(N) NMRA. A designee shall execute

4

Form 9-302 NMRA to release a person from detention prior to the person’s first appearance

5

before a judge if the person is eligible for pretrial release under Paragraph B, Paragraph C,

6

or Paragraph D of this rule, provided that a designee may contact a judge for special

7

consideration based on exceptional circumstances. A judge may issue a pretrial order

8

imposing a type of release and conditions of release that differ from those set forth in this

9

rule.

10

B.

11

Minor offenses; release on recognizance.
(1)

Persons eligible. A designee shall release a person from custody on

12

personal recognizance, subject to the conditions of release set forth in Form 9-302 NMRA,

13

if the person has been arrested and detained for a municipal code violation, game and fish

14

offense under Chapter 17 NMSA 1978, petty misdemeanor, or misdemeanor, subject to the

15

exceptions listed in Subparagraph (B)(2) of this rule; and is not known to be on probation,

16

on parole, or on other release pending trial, sentencing, or appeal for any offense under

17

federal, state, or local law.

18
19

(2)

Exceptions. A person arrested for any of the following offenses is not

eligible for release under this paragraph:

20

(a)

battery under Section 30-3-4 NMSA 1978;

21

(b)

aggravated battery under Section 30-3-5 NMSA 1978;

RCR No. 1048
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battery against a household member under Section 30-3-15

(e)

aggravated battery against a household member under Section

(f)

criminal damage to property of a household member under

Section 30-3-18 NMSA 1978;

9
10

(d)

30-3-16 NMSA 1978;

7
8

assault against a household member under Section 30-3-12

NMSA 1978;

5
6

(c)
NMSA 1978;

3
4

1st Ad Hoc Committee Draft
April 11, 2018

(g)

harassment under Section 30-3A-2 NMSA 1978, if the victim

is known to be a household member;

11

(h)

stalking under Section 30-3A-3 NMSA 1978;

12

(i)

abandonment of a child under Section 30-6-1(B) NMSA 1978;

13

(j)

negligent use of a deadly weapon under Section 30-7-4 NMSA

15

(k)

enticement of a child under Section 30-9-1 NMSA 1978;

16

(l)

criminal sexual contact under Section 30-9-12(D) NMSA

(m)

criminal trespass under Section 30-14-1(E) NMSA 1978, if the

14

17

1978;

1978;

18
19

victim is known to be a household member;

20
21

(n)

telephone harassment under Section 30-20-12, if the victim is

known to be a household member;
RCR No. 1048
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(o)

violating an order of protection under Section 40-13-6 NMSA

(p)

driving under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drugs in

1978; or

3
4

1st Ad Hoc Committee Draft
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violation of Section 66-8-102 NMSA 1978.

5

C.

Pretrial release based on risk assessment. A designee shall release a person

6

from custody prior to the person’s first appearance before a judge if the person qualifies for

7

pretrial release based on a risk assessment and a pretrial release schedule approved by the

8

Supreme Court.

9

D.

Pretrial release under release on recognizance program. A designee may

10

release a person from custody prior to a person’s first appearance before a judge if the person

11

qualifies for pretrial release under a local release on recognizance program that relies on

12

individualized assessments of arrestees and has been approved by order of the Supreme

13

Court.

14

E.

Type of release and conditions of release set by judge. A person who is

15

not eligible for pretrial release by a designee under Paragraph B, Paragraph C, or Paragraph

16

D of this rule shall have the type of release and conditions of release set by a judge under

17

Rule 5-401 NMRA.

18

[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

19

on or after July 1, 2017; as amended by Supreme Court Order No. _________, effective

20

___________.]
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1

Committee commentary. — Under NMSA 1978, Section 31-3-1 and Rule 5-401(N)

2

NMRA, the chief judge of the district court may designate responsible persons in writing

3

who are authorized to release certain arrested persons from detention prior to the arrested

4

person’s first appearance before a judge. In the past, some courts have used fixed secured

5

bond schedules tied to the level of the charged offense, rather than any individual flight risk

6

of the arrestee, a practice that has been specifically prohibited by new Subparagraph (E)(1)(d)

7

of Rule 5-401 NMRA (as reflected in the 2017 amendment), and that has constitutional

8

implications. See, e.g., Memorandum and Opinion Setting out Findings of Fact and

9

Conclusions of Law, ODonnell v. Harris Cty., No. 4:16-cv-01414 (S.D. Tex. Apr. 28, 2017);

10

Opinion, Jones v. City of Clanton, No. 2:15-cv-00034-MHT-WC (M.D. Ala. Sept. 14, 2015).

11

The provisions in this new rule provide more detailed guidance for courts for

12

authorizing release by designees, who are generally detention center or court employees, and

13

contains several situations in which release by designees can be authorized, none of them

14

including fixed secured bond schedules.

15

Paragraph B of this rule sets out a statewide standard method of automatic release by

16

designees in cases involving minor offenses, where no exercise of discretion is required on

17

the part of the designee. Subparagraph (B)(2) identifies certain offenses excepted from

18

automatic release under Subparagraph (B)(1), including the misdemeanors and petty

19

misdemeanors listed in the Victims of Crime Act, NMSA 1978, §§ 31-26-1 to -16, and the

20

Crimes Against Household Members Act, NMSA 1978, §§ 30-3-10 to -18, as well as battery,

21

enticement of a child, violating an order of protection, and driving under the influence of
RCR No. 1048
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intoxicating liquor or drugs.

2

Paragraph C of this rule will independently permit a designee to release an arrestee

3

if specifically authorized to be released through use of a Supreme Court-authorized risk

4

assessment instrument.

5

Paragraph D of this rule provides flexibility for individual courts to operate their own

6

Supreme Court-authorized release on recognizance programs that may rely on individualized

7

discretionary assessments of arrestee eligibility by designees, in addition to the release

8

authority authorized in Paragraphs B and C of this rule, so long as they are exercised within

9

the parameters of Court-approved programs.

10

[Adopted by Supreme Court Order No. 17-8300-005, effective for all cases pending or filed

11

on or after July 1, 2017.]
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